0.1  SU_ID  PRELOAD-UNCODED  SU-ID
0.2  VARFLAG  PRELOAD-UNCODED  VERIFICATION FLAG
0.3  SMSPH  AUTO  SMS Phone number
0.4  SMSREP  AUTO  SMS Replicate
0.5  SMSREG  AUTO  SMS Region
0.6  TXTFILL  TEXT-FILL  TEXT FILL

1  win
2  lose
3  won
4  lost
5  Now please think about all of the times in the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, that you gambled at a casino. During this year,
6  On that day,
7  track
8  jai alai fronton
9  OTB
10  win
11  lost
12  won
13  lost
14  horse or dog racing
15  jai alai
16  Now please think about all of the times in the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, that you gambled at a track, jai alai fronton, or
    off-track betting parlor
17  On that day,
18  During the past seven days,
19  During the past thirty days,
20  On the last day that you bought one or more lottery tickets,
21  a state
22  states
23  multi-state lotteries
24  big jackpot games
25  daily lottery games
26  instant and scratch off games
27  Now, please think about all of the lottery tickets you have bought in the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997. During this year,
28  On that day,
29  Now please think about all of the times in the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, that you played bingo. During this year,
30  On that day,
31  Now please think about all of the times in the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, that you bet money on a game conducted for a
    charitable cause, not including bingo or raffle for prize other than money. During this year.
32  On that day,
33  Now please think about all of the times in the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, that you gambled in a cardroom. During this
    year,
34  On that day,
35  Now please think about all of the times in the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, that you gambled in a private game such as
    dice, dominos, poker in someone’s home, pool, golf, or bowling.
36  On that day,
37  win
38  lose
39  won
40  lost
41  Now please think about all of the times in the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, that you gambled at a store, bar, restaurant,
    truck stop, or similar location that had only one or two kinds of games.
42  On that day,
43  Now please think about all of the times in the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, that you gambled in one of these ways. During
    this year,
44  On that day,
45  Now please think about all of the times in the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, that you gambled on the Internet or World Wide
    Web. During this year,
46  On that day,
47  never gambling
48  not placing any bets in the past year
49  not gambling
50  not gambling in the past year
51  other important or very important
52  important or very important
53  have never gambled?
54  didn’t gamble in the past year?
bet on the outcome of sports events with acquaintances
play table games
play card games
play dice
play roulette
play slot machines
play video machine games
play live keno
play bingo
play instant lottery games
play lottery games
play pull-tabs
play games of skill
bet in sports pools
bet on pari-mutuel sports
bet off-track on pari-mutuel sports
bet on book-type games
bet on charitable games
gamble on the Internet or World Wide Web
play "C15O_ ^
gamble
Were you
Have you ever been
Have you ever been
Were you ever
wife
husband
your spouse or partner's
your mother's
your father's
your brother or sister's
your child's
that other person's
your spouse or partner's
your mother's
your father's
your brother or sister's
your child's
that other person's
your job
the job on which you worked the most hours
you
your household
you or other members of your household
you
manic or excited
irritable
excited, manic, or irritable
hyperactivity
pacing
overspending
high sex drive
talkativeness
thoughts racing
feeling special powers or importance
not sleeping
distractibility
sad, empty or depressed
lost interest in things
felt sad, empty or depressed or lost interest in things
were feeling depressed
had lost interest
were feeling depressed or had lost interest
felt depressed
had lost interest
felt depressed or had lost interest
sad, empty or depressed
having lost interest
123 sad, empty or depressed or having lost interest
124 loss of appetite
125 weight loss
126 increased appetite
127 weight gain
128 trouble sleeping
129 sleeping too much
130 talking slowly
131 lack of energy
132 worthless feelings
133 guilty feelings
134 trouble concentrating
135 thinking slower
136 indecisiveness
137 thinking about death
138 thinking about suicide
139 felt depressed
140 lost interest in things
141 felt depressed or lost interest in things
142 depression
143 loss of interest
144 depression or loss of interest
145 win
146 lose

IF A1_ = 1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 80
IF A1_ = 2, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 81
IF CALC1 = 2, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 47,50,53
IF CALC1 = 1 AND CALC2 = 2, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 49,54
IF CALC2 = 2, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 48
IF B33_ = 1/4, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 5
IF B33_ = 5, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 6
IF B46_ = 1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 1,3
IF B46_ = 2, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 2,4
IF B54_ = 1/4, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 16
IF B54_ = 5, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 17
IF B55_ = 1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 7
IF B55_ = 2, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 8,15
IF B55_ = 3, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 9
IF B55_ = 1,3, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 14
IF B67_ = 1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 145,10,12
IF B67_ = 2, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 146,11,13
IF B73_ = 1/4, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 27
IF B73_ = 5, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 28
IF B74_ = 1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 18
IF B74_ <> 1 AND B75_ = 1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 19
IF B74_ <> 1 AND B75_ <> 1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 20
IF B83_ = ASKED1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 21
IF B83_ = ASKEDG1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 22
IF B90A_ = 1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 23
IF B90A_ = 2, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 24
IF B90A_ = 3, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 25
IF B90A_ = 4, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 26
IF B94_ = 1/4, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 29
IF B94_ = 5, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 30
IF B109_ = 1/4, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 31
IF B109_ = 5, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 32
IF B125_ = 1/4, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 33
IF B125_ = 5, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 34
IF B140_ = 1/4, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 35
IF B140_ = 5, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 36
IF B146_ = 1/4, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 41
IF B146_ = 5, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 42
IF B158_ = 1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 37,39
IF B158_ = 2, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 38,40
IF B165_ = 1/4, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 43
IF B165_ = 5, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 44
IF B171_ = 1/4, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 45
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>TEXT-FILL VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF B171_ = 5</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C3_ = 1/2 OR C4_ = 1/4 OR C5_ = 1/2</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C3_ = 1/2 AND C4_ = 1/2 AND C5_ &lt;&gt; 1/2</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 1</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 2</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 3</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 4</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 5</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 6</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 7</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 8</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 9</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 10</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 11</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 12</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 13</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 14</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 15</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 16</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 17</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 18</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 19</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 20</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF C15_ = 21</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F4_ = 1</td>
<td>76, 78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F4_ = 2/3</td>
<td>77, 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F16G_ = 1 OR F16B_ = 1 OR F16C_ = 1 OR F16D_ = 1 OR F16E_ = 1 OR F16F_ = 1 OR F16G_ &lt;&gt; 1</td>
<td>96, 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F16A_ = 1 OR F16B_ = 1 OR F16C_ = 1 OR F16D_ = 1 OR F16E_ = 1 OR F16F_ = 1 OR F16G_ = 1</td>
<td>97, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F20_ = 1</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F20_ = 2</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F20_ = 3</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F20_ = 4</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F20_ = 5/6</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F20_ = 7</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F25_ = 1</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F25_ = 2</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F25_ = 3</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F25_ = 4</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F25_ = 5/6</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF F25_ = 7</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF G1_ = 1, 3</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF G1_ = 2, 4</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J4 = 1 AND J7 &lt;&gt; 1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J7 = 1 AND J4 &lt;&gt; 1</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J4 = 1 AND J7 = 1</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J10 = 1</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J11 = 1</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J12 = 1</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J13 = 1</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J14 = 1</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J15 = 1</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J16 = 1</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J17 = 1</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J18 = 1</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J23 = 1 AND J24 &lt;&gt; 1</td>
<td>112, 115, 118, 121, 139, 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J24 = 1 AND J23 &lt;&gt; 1</td>
<td>113, 116, 119, 122, 140, 143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J23 = 1 AND J24 = 1</td>
<td>114, 117, 120, 123, 141, 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J25 = 1</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J26 = 1</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J27 = 1</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J28 = 1</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J29 = 1</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J30 = 1</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J31 = 1</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J33 = 1</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J34 = 1</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF J35 = 1</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
0.7 SDATE CURRENT DATE Current date
0.8 MONTH AUTO MONTH CALCULATION
1 January
2 February
3 March
4 April
5 May
6 June
7 July
8 August
9 September
10 October
11 November
12 December

1.1 SECB1 TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP SECTION 1
1.2 SC1 FIXED MATRIX LETTER
INTERVIEWER: SELECT THE MATRIX LETTER USED
1 MATRIX A
2 MATRIX B
3 MATRIX C
4 MATRIX D
5 YOUTH INTERVIEW

IF SC1 = 5, GO TO SECB2, ELSE GO TO SC2

1.3 SC2 NUMBER NUMBER OF ADULTS IN HH
How many adults, 18 years of age or older, live in your household?
ADULTS
Valid Values: 1-20

1.4 SC3 NUMBER NUMBER OF FEMALE ADULTS IN HH
And of these adults, how many are female?
ADULTS
Valid Values: 0-20

IF SC3 > SC2, GO BACK TO SC2 : "TOTAL NUMBER OF FEMALE ADULTS IN HH ARE MORE THAN TOTAL ADULTS IN THE HH"

1.5 SC4 FIXED SELECTION OF ADULT RESPONDENT
BASED ON MATRIX, DETERMINE CORRECT ADULT AND ENTER BELOW.
1 OLDEST MALE (OM)
2 YOUNGEST MALE (YM)
3 ONLY MALE (MM)
4 OLDEST FEMALE (OF)
5 YOUNGEST FEMALE (YF)
6 ONLY FEMALE (FF)

1.6 SC5 PREAMBLE ADULT INTERVIEW PREAMBLE
Based on our random selection process, I now need to speak to the ^SC4^.
ONCE YOU ARE SPEAKING TO THE CORRECT R, READ PARAGRAPH BELOW.
You've been selected to represent your household by participating in the Gambling Impact and Behavior Study which is sponsored by the National
Gambling Impact Study Commission. I’d like to conduct a brief telephone interview with you. All of your answers will be kept strictly confidential and will be reported in summary form only. Your name is unknown to us and your phone number will be separated from the data we collect. For quality purposes this call may be monitored.

ONCE YOU ARE READY TO CONDUCT INTERVIEW WITH CORRECT R, PRESS [ENTER] TO CONTINUE.
IF NOT READY TO CONDUCT INTERVIEW, SELECT [CONTROL][END] TO SUSPEND THE INTERVIEW.

2.1       SECB2  TIMESTAMP  TIMESTAMP SECTION 2
2.2       AO_    PREAMBLE  SECTION A PREAMBLE
Before we begin the interview, I need to ask you a few questions about yourself. The information you provide will help us give the National Commission a good understanding of how closely our respondents represent the U.S. population as a whole. First,

2.3       A1_    FIXED  GENDER
CODE WITHOUT ASKING QUESTION, UNLESS NOT OBVIOUS:
I am required to ask whether you are male or female. Are you...
1    Male
2    Female

2.4       A2_    NUMBER  AGE
What is your age?  years
Valid Values: 16-80
Soft Check: 81-120

2.5       A3_    YESNO  HISPANICITY
Are you of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban or any other Spanish-speaking background?
1    YES
2    NO

2.6       A4_    FIXED  ETHNIC BACKGROUND
What racial background best describes you? Do not include Hispanic. Are you...
1    Alaskan Native,
2    Native American,
3    Asian or Pacific Islander,
4    Black or African American,
5    White, or
6    Another group (SPECIFY)?

IF A4_ = 6, GO TO A4O_, ELSE GO TO A5_

2.7       A4O_  UNCODED  OTHER ETHNIC BACKGROUND
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER GROUP:

2.8       A5_    YESNO  ATTENDING ANY TYPE OF SCHOOL
Are you now attending any type of school?
1    YES
2    NO

IF A5_ = 2, GO TO A7_, ELSE GO TO A6_

2.9       A6_    FIXED  TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTENDING
What kind of school are you attending?
1    HIGH SCHOOL
2    GED PROGRAM
3    COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY
4    OTHER (SPECIFY)

IF A6_ = 4, GO TO A6O_, ELSE GO TO A7_

2.10      A6O_  UNCODED  OTHER TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTENDED
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER SCHOOL:
2.11 A7_ FIXED HIGHEST GRADE ATTENDED
What is the highest grade or year of school you have ever attended, even
if you did not complete that grade or year?
1 NEVER ATTENDED SCHOOL
2 1ST THRU 8TH GRADE
3 9TH THRU 11TH GRADE
4 12TH GRADE
5 TECHNICAL SCHOOL
6 1 THROUGH 3 YEARS COLLEGE
7 4 YEARS COLLEGE
8 GRADUATE / PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL

IF A6_ <> 1/2 AND A7_ = 2/4, GO TO A8_, ELSE GO TO A11_.

2.12 A8_ YESNO EVER RECEIVE HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA/GED
Did you ever receive either a high school diploma or a GED?
1 YES
2 NO

IF A6_ = 1 OR (A5_ = 2 AND A2_ = 16/20 AND A7_ <> 1), GO TO A9_, ELSE GO TO A10_.

2.13 A9_ FIXED GRADES DURING LAST YEAR
How were your grades during the last school year? Would you say they were...
1 better than average,
2 average, or
3 not so good?

2.14 A10_ YESNO EVER EXPELLED OR SUSPENDED
Have you ever been expelled or suspended from school for more than a day?
1 YES
2 NO

2.15 A11_ FIXED FREQUENCY ATTEND RELIGIOUS SERVICES
How often do you attend religious services?
USE CATEGORIES AS PROBES, IF NECESSARY
1 NEVER
2 LESS THAN ONCE A YEAR
3 ABOUT ONCE OR TWICE A YEAR
4 SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
5 ABOUT ONCE A MONTH
6 TWO TO THREE TIMES A MONTH
7 NEARLY EVERY WEEK
8 EVERY WEEK
9 SEVERAL TIMES A WEEK

2.16 A12_ FIXED IMPORTANCE OF FAITH
Some people say their faith in God is very important to them, others say
faith in God is not at all important. How important to you is faith in God?
Is it...
1 very important,
2 important,
4 not so important, or
5 not at all important?

2.17 A13_ UNCODED HOME ZIP CODE
What is your home zip code? [PROBE IF NECESSARY: Where you lived for
the most time since "MONTH", 1997.]

2.18 A14_ NUMBER HOW MANY TIMES MOVED
How many times have you moved since "MONTH", 1997?
TIMES MOVED:
Valid Values: 0-12

3.1 SECB3 TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP SECTION 3
3.2 B074_ PREAMBLE SECTION B PREAMBLE
Now I would like to ask about your experience with various kinds of gambling.
By gambling I mean placing a bet on the outcome of a race or a game of skill
or chance, or playing a game -- including for charity -- in which you might
win or lose your money. Do not include any gambling you may have done for
a prize other than money, such as a car raffle.
All questions refer to any gambling you have done while in the United States
only, including the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. DO NOT include
gambling in U.S. territories such as Guam and the Virgin Islands, on cruise
ships, ferries, or similar vehicles located in international waters, or in
other countries, including Canada and Mexico.

3.3 B1_ YESNO EVER GAMBLED CASINO
I would like to start by asking you about casino gambling. Have you ever
gambled at a casino in the U.S., that is, a large gambling hall with many
different kinds of games, for example, a gambling hall on a riverboat or
in a resort hotel?
1  YES
2  NO

IF B1_ = 1, GO TO B2_. ELSE GO TO B4_

3.4 B2_ NUMBER CASINO AGE FIRST TIME
How old were you the first time that you gambled at a casino?
[AGE OF RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS]
AGE IN YEARS:
Valid Values: 0-80
Soft Check: 81-120

IF B1_ = 33A(GA2_, GO BACK TO B2_ : " AGE OF THE RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS"

3.5 B3_ YESNO PAST YEAR CASINO
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you gambled at this type of
location?
1  YES
2  NO

3.6 B4_ YESNO EVER GAMBLED TRACK/OFFTRACK
Have you ever gambled at a race track, jai alai fronton [HI-lie FRAHN-ton],
or off-track betting parlor in the U.S.? Please include playing slot machines,
cards, or other types of games there.
[INTERVIEWER: A JAI ALAI FRONTON IS A BUILDING IN WHICH THE GAME OF JAI
ALAI IS PLAYED IN FRONT OF SPECTATORS, WHO GENERALLY BET ON THE OUTCOME.
RACE TRACK AND OFF TRACK BETTING INCLUDE DOG AND HORSE RACING]
1  YES
2  NO

IF B4_ = 1, GO TO B5_. ELSE GO TO B7_

3.7 B5_ NUMBER TRACK/OFF AGE FIRST TIME
How old were you the first time that you gambled at a race track, jai alai
fronton [HI-lie FRAHN-ton], or off-track betting parlor?
[AGE OF RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS]
AGE IN YEARS:
Valid Values: 0-80
Soft Check: 81-120

IF B4_ = 36A(GA2_, GO BACK TO B5_ : " AGE OF THE RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS"

3.8 B6_ YESNO PAST YEAR TRACK/OFF TRACK
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you gambled at a race track,
jai alai fronton, or off-track betting parlor?
1  YES
2  NO

3.9 B7_ YESNO EVER GAMBLED LOTTO
Have you ever bought a lottery ticket for games like Lotto or Powerball,
dailies like pick-4, or instants and scratch-offs? Please include state-run
lottery games only.
[INCLUDE MULTI-STATE, DO NOT INCLUDE LOTTERY GAMES THAT CAN ONLY BE PLAYED
ON THE INTERNET

1. YES
2. NO

IF B7_ = 1, GO TO B8_, ELSE GO TO B10_

3.10 B8_ NUMBER LOTTO AGE FIRST TIME
How old were you the first time that you bought a lottery ticket?
[AGE OF RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS]
AGE IN YEARS:
Valid Values: 0-80
Soft Check: 81-120

IF B7_ = 39A(GA2_, GO BACK TO B8_ : " AGE OF THE RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS"

3.11 B9_ YESNO PAST YEAR LOTTO
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you bought a lottery ticket?
1. YES
2. NO

3.12 B10_ YESNO EVER GAMBED BINGO
Have you ever played bingo for money in a bingo hall? Please do not include any bingo you may have played in a casino.
1. YES
2. NO

IF B10_ = 1, GO TO B11_, ELSE GO TO B13_

3.13 B11_ NUMBER BINGO AGE FIRST TIME
How old were you the first time that you played bingo?
[AGE OF RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS]
AGE IN YEARS:
Valid Values: 0-80
Soft Check: 81-120

IF B10_ = 42A(GA2_, GO BACK TO B11_ : " AGE OF THE RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS"

3.14 B12_ YESNO PAST YEAR BINGO
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you played bingo?
1. YES
2. NO

3.15 B13_ YESNO EVER GAMBED CHARITABLE
Have you ever bet money on a game conducted for a charitable cause, such as pull-tabs or Las Vegas Nights? Do not include bingo, or raffles for a prize other than money.
[DO NOT INCLUDE AUCTIONS]
1. YES
2. NO

IF B13_ = 1, GO TO B14, ELSE GO TO B16_

3.16 B14_ NUMBER CHARITABLE AGE FIRST TIME
How old were you the first time that you bet money on a game conducted for a charitable cause?
[AGE OF RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS]
AGE IN YEARS:
Valid Values: 0-80
Soft Check: 81-120

IF B13_ = 45A(GA2_, GO BACK TO B14 : " AGE OF THE RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS"
3.17 B15_ YESNO PAST YEAR CHARITABLE
In the past year, since *MONTH^1997, have you bet money on a game conducted for a charitable cause?
1 YES
2 NO

3.18 B16_ YESNO EVER GAMBLED CARDROOM
Have you gambled in a cardroom, that is, a business with premises devoted to playing card games for money such as poker, pai gow poker, or super pan nine? Please do not include card games in any of the gambling facilities I have already asked about.
1 YES
2 NO

IF B16_ = 1, GO TO B17_, ELSE GO TO B19_

3.19 B17_ NUMBER CARDROOM AGE FIRST TIME
How old were you the first time that you gambled in a cardroom?
[AGE OF RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS]
AGE IN YEARS:
Valid Values: 0-80
Soft Check: 81-120

IF B16_ = 48A(GA2_, GO BACK TO B17_ : ^AGE OF THE RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS^

3.20 B18_ YESNO PAST YEAR CARDROOM
In the past year, since *MONTH^1997, have you gambled in a cardroom?
1 YES
2 NO

3.21 B19_ YESNO EVER GAMBLED PRIVATE
Have you ever gambled on a private game such as dice, dominoes, poker in someone's home, pool, golf, or bowling?
[DO NOT INCLUDE PRIVATE GAMES ON THE INTERNET IF A THIRD PARTY IS TAKING A CUT, OR PLAYERS ARE PLAYING AGAINST "THE HOUSE"]
1 YES
2 NO

IF B19_ = 1, GO TO B20_, ELSE GO TO B22_

3.22 B20_ NUMBER PRIVATE AGE FIRST TIME
How old were you the first time that you gambled on a private game?
[AGE OF RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS]
AGE IN YEARS:
Valid Values: 0-80
Soft Check: 81-120

IF B19_ = 51A(GA2_, GO BACK TO B20_ : ^AGE OF THE RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS^

3.23 B21_ YESNO PAST YEAR PRIVATE
In the past year, since *MONTH^1997, have you gambled on a private game?
1 YES
2 NO

3.24 B22_ YESNO EVER GAMBLED STORE/BAR/RESTAURANT
Have you ever gambled at a store, bar, restaurant, truck stop, or similar location that had only one or two kinds of games, such as slot machines, video poker, or pull-tabs? Please do not count locations I have already asked you about, including cardrooms or places that only sell lottery tickets. You may include a bingo hall if you gambled on a game other than, or in addition to, bingo.
1 YES
2 NO

IF B22_ = 1, GO TO B23_, ELSE GO TO B25_
### 3.25 B23_ NUMBER STORE/BAR AGE FIRST TIME
How old were you the first time that you gambled at one of these locations that had only one or two kinds of games?

*AGE OF RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS*

**AGE IN YEARS:**
Valid Values: 0-80
Soft Check: 81-120

**IF B22_ = 54A(GA2_, GO BACK TO B23_ : "AGE OF THE RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS"**

### 3.26 B24_ YESNO PAST YEAR STORE/BAR/RESTAURANT
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you gambled at such a location that had only one or two kinds of games?

1. **YES**
2. **NO**

### 3.27 B25_ YESNO EVER GAMBLED UNLICENSED
Now I’d like to talk with you about types of gambling that are run like a business but probably without a license. Please do not include any gambling you've done that you've already told me about. Have you ever participated in a sports pool, placed a bet with a bookmaker, bought a policy or played nonlicensed numbers games, or played in a nonlicensed casino or "blind pig"?

1. **YES**
2. **NO**

**IF B25_ = 1, GO TO B26_, ELSE GO TO B28_**

### 3.28 B26_ NUMBER UNLICENSED AGE FIRST TIME
How old were you the first time that you participated in one of these gambling activities?

*AGE OF RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS*

**AGE IN YEARS:**
Valid Values: 0-80
Soft Check: 81-120

**IF B25_ = 57A(GA2_, GO BACK TO B26_ : "AGE OF THE RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS"**

### 3.29 B27_ YESNO PAST YEAR UNLICENSED
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you participated in a sports pool, placed a bet with a bookmaker, bought a policy or played nonlicensed numbers games, or played in a nonlicensed casino or "blind pig"?

1. **YES**
2. **NO**

### 3.30 B28_ YESNO EVER GAMbled INTERNET
Next I’d like to ask you about placing wagers via computer on the Internet and World Wide Web. Please include lottery games that can only be played in this fashion. Have you ever gambled on the Internet or World Wide Web?

*INCLUDE ALL WAGERS AND BETS PLACED WHILE R WAS PHYSICALLY IN U.S., REGARDLESS OF LOCATION OF THE GAMING COMPANY OR ITS COMPUTER SERVER, INCLUDING TRIBALLY RUN INTERNET GAMBLING. DO NOT INCLUDE GAMES PLAYED AMONG ACQUAINTANCES UNLESS A FEE IS CHARGED BY THE BUSINESS THAT IS HOSTING THE GAME.*

1. **YES**
2. **NO**

**IF B28_ = 2, GO TO B30_, ELSE GO TO B29_**

### 3.31 B29_ YESNO PAST YEAR INTERNET
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you gambled on the Internet or World Wide Web?

1. **YES**
Lastly, I'd like to ask you about Indian or tribal gaming. We'd like to learn about your experience in tribally run casinos, cardrooms, and bingo halls, as well as charitable gambling in places like a tribally run school. We'd also like you to include tribally sponsored games that you might find in a non-Indian facility in some states, for example, paper pull-tab dispensers in a bar or restaurant. Have you ever wagered or placed a bet on a tribally sponsored game or in a facility that you know was run by an Indian tribe?

1    YES
2    NO

IF B30_ = 1, GO TO B31_, ELSE GO TO CALC1

3.33  B31_  YESNO  PAST YEAR INDIAN/TRIBAL CASINO

In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you gambled at an Indian or Tribal facility or on a tribally sponsored game?

1    YES
2    NO

IF B1_ = 1 OR B4_ = 1 OR B7_ = 1 OR B10_ = 1 OR B13_ = 1 OR B16_ = 1 OR B19_ = 1 OR B22_ = 1 OR B25_ = 1 OR B28_ = 1 OR B30_ = 1, THEN SET CALC1 TO 1
IF B1_ <> 1 AND B4_ <> 1 AND B7_ <> 1 AND B10_ <> 1 AND B13_ <> 1 AND B16_ <> 1 AND B19_ <> 1 AND B22_ <> 1 AND B25_ <> 1 AND B28_ <> 1 AND B30_ <> 1, THEN SET CALC1 TO 2

3.34  CALC1  NUMBER  Ever/Never Gambled
Entry Mask: N
Valid Values: 0-9

IF B3_ <> 1 AND B6_ <> 1 AND B9_ <> 1 AND B12_ <> 1 AND B15_ <> 1 AND B18_ <> 1 AND B21_ <> 1 AND B24_ <> 1 AND B27_ <> 1 AND B29_ <> 1 AND B31_ <> 1, THEN SET CALC2 TO 2

3.35  CALC2  NUMBER  Not/Gambled in the past year
Entry Mask: N
Valid Values: 0-9

IF CALC1 = 2 OR CALC2 = 2, GO TO SECB4, ELSE GO TO B32_

3.36  B32_  YESNO  CONSIDER YOURSELF PROFESSIONAL GAMBLER
Do you consider yourself a professional gambler?

1    YES
2    NO

IF B3_ = 1, GO TO B33_, ELSE GO TO B54_

3.37  B33_  FIXED  CASINO HOW OFTEN GAMBALED
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, think about how often you gambled at a casino in the U.S., that is, a large gambling hall with many different kinds of games, for example the kind of casino that you might find on a riverboat or in a resort hotel. Did you play...

1    about every day,
2    one to three times a week,
3    once or twice a month,
4    a few days all year, or
5    only one day in the past year?

IF B33_ = 5, GO TO B50_, ELSE GO TO B34_
IF B31_ = 1, GO TO B34_, ELSE GO TO B35_

3.38  B34_  YESNO  CASINO PSTYR INDIAN OR TRIBAL
In the past year, since MONTH 1997, did you gamble at a casino you knew to be owned by an Indian tribe?
1    YES
2    NO

3.39  B35_  FIXED  CASINO LOCATION
Now please think about the last time, the most recent day, when you gambled at a casino. Was it located in...
1    Nevada,
2    in Atlantic City,
3    in Biloxi/Gulf Coast, Mississippi,
5    in another location?

IF B35_ = 5, GO TO B35O_, ELSE GO TO B36_

3.40  B35O_  UNCODED  CASINO SPECIFY OTHER LOCATION
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER LOCATION:

3.41  B36_  FIXED  CASINO DIST FROM HOME
How far did you have to travel from home to get there? Was it...
1    less than 10 miles,
2    between 10 and 50 miles,
3    more than 50 miles but not more than 250 miles, or
4    more than 250 miles?

3.42  B37_  FIXED  CASINO TIME SPENT
On that day, did you gamble there for...
1    less than two hours,
2    two to four hours,
3    five to ten hours, or
4    more than ten hours?

3.43  B38_  YESNO  CASINO SPEND MOST TIME
Did you spend most of your time on one kind of game or gambling activity?
1    YES
2    NO

IF B38_ = 1, GO TO B39_, ELSE GO TO B40_

3.44  B39_  FIXED  CASINO WHICH GAME
Was the game you spent most of your time at a table game like blackjack or craps, a machine game like a slot machine or video poker, a keno-type game, a sports event, a horse or dog race, or something else?
1    TABLE GAME
2    MACHINE
3    KENO TYPE
4    SPORTS
5    DOG/HORSE RACE BETTING (OFF-TRACK BETTING)
6    BINGO
7    PULL-TABS
8    OTHER (SPECIFY)

IF B39_ = 8, GO TO B39O_, ELSE GO TO B40_

3.45  B39O_  UNCODED  OTHER CASINO WHICH GAME
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER:

3.46  B40_  YESNO  CASINO BUDGET
On that day that you gambled at a casino, did you budget beforehand a certain amount of money that was the most you were willing to lose?
1    YES
2    NO

IF B40_ = 1, GO TO B41_, ELSE GO TO B42_

3.47  B41_  NUMBER  CASINO WILLING TO LOSE
How many dollars were the most you were willing to lose?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.48  B42_  NUMBER  CASINO MONEY TAKE LAST DAY
On that day, how much money did you take to gamble with?
IF R DID NOT TAKE CASH, ENTER "0".
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.49  B43_  YESNO  CASINO ACQUIRE MORE MONEY
And on that day, after you started gambling, did you acquire more money to
gamble with, for example, by using an ATM, credit card, or cashing a check?
DO NOT INCLUDE WINNINGS.
1  YES
2  NO

IF B43_ = 1, GO TO B44_, ELSE GO TO B46_

3.50  B44_  MULTIPLE  CASINO HOW GET MORE MONEY
Please tell me which of the following ways you got more money to continue
gambling. Did you...
CHECK ALL THAT APPLY
1  cash a check?
2  take money from a bank account using an ATM machine?
3  buy chips with a credit card?
4  get a credit card cash advance?
5  use a line of credit from the casino?
6  borrow money from a family member or friend?
7  Any other way (SPECIFY)?

IF B44_ = 7, GO TO B44O_, ELSE GO TO B45_

3.51  B44O_  UNCODED  OTHER CASINO GET MONEY
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER WAY:

IF B44_ = 2, GO TO B45_, ELSE GO TO B46_

3.52  B45_  FIXED  CASINO ATM
Where was the ATM machine that you used?
Was it...
1  in the place where you were gambling,
2  within walking distance of where you were gambling, or
3  would someone have to drive to get there?

3.53  B46_  FIXED  CASINO AHEAD OR BEHIND
Did you come out ahead or behind on the money you wagered?
1  AHEAD
2  BEHIND
3  BROKE EVEN

IF B46_ = 1, GO TO B47A_, ELSE GO TO B47B_

3.54  B47A_  NUMBER  CASINO HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.55  B47A_CD  FIXED  CASINO CODE AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING

1  UNDER $100
2  $100 TO $500
3  $501 TO $1,000
4  $1,001 TO $5,000
5  $5,001 TO $10,000
6  $10,001 TO $50,000
7  $50,001 TO $100,000
8  $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B47A_ = 1/99 AND B47A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B47A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47A_ = 100/500 AND B47A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B47A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47A_ = 501/1000 AND B47A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B47A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47A_ = 1001/5000 AND B47A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B47A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47A_ = 5001/10000 AND B47A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B47A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47A_ = 10001/50000 AND B47A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B47A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47A_ = 50001/100000 AND B47A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B47A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B47A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B47A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47A_ >= 1000001 AND B47A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B47A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B46_ = 2, GO TO B47B_, ELSE GO TO B48_

3.56 B47B_ NUMBER CASINO HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I’ve written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.57 B47B_CD FIXED FIXED CASINO BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
  1 UNDER $100
  2 $100 TO $500
  3 $501 TO $1,000
  4 $1,001 TO $5,000
  5 $5,001 TO $10,000
  6 $10,001 TO $50,000
  7 $50,001 TO $100,000
  8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
  9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B47B_ = 1/99 AND B47B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B47B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47B_ = 100/500 AND B47B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B47B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47B_ = 501/1000 AND B47B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B47B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47B_ = 1001/5000 AND B47B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B47B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47B_ = 5001/10000 AND B47B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B47B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47B_ = 10001/50000 AND B47B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B47B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47B_ = 50001/100000 AND B47B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B47B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47B_ = 100001/1000000 AND B47B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B47B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B47B_ >= 1000001 AND B47B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B47B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B46_ = 1/2, GO TO B48_, ELSE GO TO B50_

3.58 B48_ YESNO CASINO WIN/LOSE 1 GAME
Did you ^TXTFILL^(1/2) most of that money at one particular game or activity?
  1 YES
  2 NO

IF B48_ = 1, GO TO B49_, ELSE GO TO B50_

3.59 B49_ FIXED CASINO WIN/LOSE WHICH GAME
Was the game you ^TXTFILL^(3/4) most of that money on a table game like blackjack or craps, a machine game like a slot machine or video poker, a keno-type game, a sports event, a horse or dog race, or something else?
  1 TABLE GAME
  2 MACHINE
  3 KENO TYPE
  4 SPORTS
  5 DOG/HORSE RACE BETTING
  6 BINGO
  7 PULL-TABS
  8 OTHER (SPECIFY)
IF B49_ = 8, GO TO B49O_, ELSE GO TO B50_

3.60  B49O_  UNCODED  OTHER CASINO WIN/LOSE WHICH GAME
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER:

IF B31_ = 1, GO TO B50_, ELSE GO TO B51_

3.61  B50_  YESNO  CASINO OWNED BY INDIAN TRIBE
On that day, was the casino you played in owned by an Indian tribe?
1  YES
2  NO

3.62  B51_  FIXED  CASINO CUR YR AHEAD/BEHIND
^TXTFILL^(5/6) did you come out ahead or behind on your gambling?
1  AHEAD
2  BEHIND
3  BROKE EVEN

IF B51_ = 1, GO TO B52A_, ELSE GO TO B52B_

3.63  B52A_  NUMBER  CASINO CUR YR HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.64  B52A_CD  FIXED  CASINO CUR YR AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1  UNDER $100
2  $100 TO $500
3  $501 TO $1,000
4  $1,001 TO $5,000
5  $5,001 TO $10,000
6  $10,001 TO $50,000
7  $50,001 TO $100,000
8  $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9  OVER $1 MILLION

IF B52A_ = 1/99 AND B52A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B52A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B52A_ = 100/500 AND B52A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B52A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B52A_ = 501/1000 AND B52A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B52A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B52A_ = 1001/5000 AND B52A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B52A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B52A_ = 5001/10000 AND B52A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B52A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B52A_ = 10001/50000 AND B52A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B52A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B52A_ = 50001/100000 AND B52A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B52A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B52A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B52A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B52A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B52A_ >= 1000001 AND B52A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B52A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B51_ = 2, GO TO B52B_, ELSE GO TO B53_

3.65  B52B_  NUMBER  CASINO CUR YR HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.66  B52B_CD  FIXED  CASINO CUR YR BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1  UNDER $100
2  $100 TO $500
3  $501 TO $1,000
4  $1,001 TO $5,000
5  $5,001 TO $10,000
3.67  B53_  YESNO  CASINO CREDIT LINE
Have you ever had a credit line with a casino?
1  YES
2  NO

IF B9_ = 1 AND B6_ = 1, GO TO B54_; ELSE GO TO B73_

3.68  B54_  FIXED  TRACK/OFF HOW OFTEN GAMBALED
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, think about how often you
gambled at a race track, jai alai fronton[HI-lie FRAHN-ton], or off-track
betting parlor or OTB. Did you play...
1  about every day,
2  one to three times a week,
3  once or twice a month,
4  a few days all year, or
5  only one day in the past year?

IF B54_ = 5, GO TO B71_; ELSE GO TO B55_

3.69  B55_  FIXED  TRACK/OFF WHICH GAME
Now please think about the last time, the most recent day, when you
gambled at one of these locations. Did you gamble at a...
1  race track, (INCLUDE INTER-TRACK BETTING)
2  jai alai fronton [HI-lie FRAHN-ton], or
3  an off-track betting parlor [OTB]?

3.70  B56_  FIXED  TRACK/OFF DISTANCE FROM HOME
How far did you have to travel from home to get there?
Was it...
1  less than 10 miles,
2  between 10 and 50 miles,
3  more than 50 miles but not more than 250 miles, or
4  more than 250 miles?

3.71  B57_  YESNO  TRACK/OFF OTHER GAMES
On that day, did the ^TXTFILL^(7/9) have any other kind of gambling, such as
slot machines, video lottery terminals (VLTs), a cardroom, or video poker?
1  YES
2  NO

IF B57_ = 1, GO TO B58_; ELSE GO TO B60_

3.72  B58_  YESNO  TRACK/OFF PLAY OTHER GAMES
Did you participate in any of these other games?
1  YES
2  NO

IF B58_ = 1, GO TO B59_; ELSE GO TO B60_
3.73  B59_  MULTIPLE  TRACK/OFF WHICH OTHER GAMES
Which one or ones?
1 Slot machines
2 Cards
3 Video lottery terminals (VLT)
4 Video poker
5 Bingo
6 Other (SPECIFY)

IF B59_ = 6, GO TO B59O_, ELSE GO TO B60_

3.74  B59O_  UNCODED  OTHER TRACK/OFF WHICH OTHER GAMES
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER:

3.75  B60_  FIXED  TRACK/OFF TIME SPENT
On that day, did you gamble there for...
1 less than two hours,
2 two to four hours,
3 five to ten hours, or
4 more than ten hours?

3.76  B61_  YESNO  TRACK/OFF BUDGET
On that day, did you budget beforehand a certain amount of money that was
the most you were willing to lose?
1 YES
2 NO

IF B61_ = 1, GO TO B62_, ELSE GO TO B63_

3.77  B62_  NUMBER  TRACK/OFF WILLING TO LOSE
How many dollars were the most you were willing to lose?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.78  B63_  NUMBER  TRACK/OFF MONEY TAKE LAST DAY
On that day, how much money did you take to gamble with? IF R DID NOT TAKE
CASH, ENTER "0".
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.79  B64_  YESNO  TRACK/OFF ACQUIRE MORE MONEY
And on that day, after you started gambling, did you acquire more money to
gamble with, for example, by using an ATM, credit card, or cashing a check?
[DO NOT INCLUDE WINNINGS]
1 YES
2 NO

IF B64_ = 1, GO TO B65_, ELSE GO TO B67_

3.80  B65_  MULTIPLE  TRACK/OFF HOW GET MORE MONEY
Please tell me which of the following ways you got more money to continue
gambling. Did you...
CHECK ALL THAT APPLY
1 cash a check?
2 take money from a bank account using an ATM machine?
3 get a credit card cash advance?
4 borrow money from a family member or friend?
5 Any other way (SPECIFY)?

IF B65_ = 5, GO TO B65O_, ELSE GO TO B66_

3.81  B65O_  UNCODED  OTHER TRACK/OFF GET MONEY
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER:

IF B65_ = 2, GO TO B66_, ELSE GO TO B67_
3.82  B66_  FIXED  TRACK/OFF ATM
Where was the ATM machine that you used? Was it...
1 in the place where you were gambling,
2 within walking distance of where you were gambling, or
3 would someone have to drive to get there?

3.83  B67_  FIXED  TRACK/OFF AHEAD OR BEHIND
On the last day that you gambled at ^TXTFILL^(7/9), did you come out ahead or behind on the money you wagered?
1 AHEAD
2 BEHIND
3 BROKE EVEN

IF B67_ = 1, GO TO B68A_, ELSE GO TO B68B_

3.84  B68A_  NUMBER  TRACK/OFF HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?

PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.85  B68A_CD  FIXED  TRACK/OFF AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1 UNDER $100
2 $100 TO $500
3 $501 TO $1,000
4 $1,001 TO $5,000
5 $5,001 TO $10,000
6 $10,001 TO $50,000
7 $50,001 TO $100,000
8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B68A_ = 1/99 AND B68A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B68A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68A_ = 100/500 AND B68A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B68A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68A_ = 501/1000 AND B68A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B68A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68A_ = 1001/5000 AND B68A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B68A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68A_ = 5001/10000 AND B68A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B68A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68A_ = 10001/50000 AND B68A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B68A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B68A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B68A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68A_ >= 1000001 AND B68A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B68A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B67_ = 2, GO TO B68B_, ELSE GO TO B69_

3.86  B68B_  NUMBER  TRACK/OFF HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind?

PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.87  B68B_CD  FIXED  TRACK/OFF BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1 UNDER $100
2 $100 TO $500
3 $501 TO $1,000
4 $1,001 TO $5,000
5 $5,001 TO $10,000
6 $10,001 TO $50,000
7 $50,001 TO $100,000
8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B68B_ = 1/99 AND B68B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B68B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68B_ = 100/500 AND B68B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B68B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68B_ = 501/1000 AND B68B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B68B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68B_ = 1001/5000 AND B68B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B68B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68B = 5001/10000 AND B68B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B68B : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68B = 10001/50000 AND B68B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B68B : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68B = 50001/100000 AND B68B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B68B : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68B = 100001/1000000 AND B68B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B68B : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B68B >= 1000001 AND B68B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B68B : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B58_ = 1, GO TO B69_, ELSE GO TO B71_

3.88 B69_ YESNO TRACK/OFF WIN/LOSE 1 GAME
Did you ^TXTFILL^ most of that money at one particular game or activity?
1 YES
2 NO

IF B69_ = 1, GO TO B70_, ELSE GO TO B71_

3.89 B70_ FIXED TRACK/OFF WHICH GAME
Was the game you ^TXTFILL^ most of that money on ^TXTFILL^ or ^B59_?^?
1 HORSE RACING/ DOG RACING/ JAI ALAI
2 SLOT MACHINES
3 VIDEO POKER
4 VLT
5 BINGO
6 CARDS
7 OTHER

3.90 B71_ FIXED TRACK/OFF CUR YR AHEAD/BEHIND
^TXTFILL^ did you come out ahead or behind on your gambling?
1 AHEAD
2 BEHIND
3 BROKE EVEN

IF B71_ = 1, GO TO B72A_, ELSE GO TO B72B_

3.91 B72A_ NUMBER TRACK/OFF CUR YR HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?
$
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.92 B72A_CD FIXED TRACK/OFF CUR YR AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1 UNDER $100
2 $100 TO $500
3 $501 TO $1,000
4 $1,001 TO $5,000
5 $5,001 TO $10,000
6 $10,001 TO $50,000
7 $50,001 TO $100,000
8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B72A_ = 1/99 AND B72A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B72A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72A_ = 100/500 AND B72A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B72A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72A_ = 501/1000 AND B72A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B72A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72A_ = 1001/5000 AND B72A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B72A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72A_ = 5001/10000 AND B72A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B72A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72A_ = 10001/50000 AND B72A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B72A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72A_ = 50001/100000 AND B72A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B72A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B72A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B72A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72A_ >= 1000001 AND B72A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B72A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B71_ = 2, GO TO B72B_, ELSE GO TO B73_

3.93  B72B_  NUMBER  TRACK/OFF CUR YR HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.94  B72B_CD  FIXED  TRACK/OFF CUR YR BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1   UNDER $100
2   $100 TO $500
3   $501 TO $1,000
4   $1,001 TO $5,000
5   $5,001 TO $10,000
6   $10,001 TO $50,000
7   $50,001 TO $100,000
8   $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9   OVER $1 MILLION

IF B72B_ = 1/99 AND B72B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B72B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72B_ = 100/500 AND B72B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B72B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72B_ = 501/1000 AND B72B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B72B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72B_ = 1001/5000 AND B72B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B72B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72B_ = 5001/10000 AND B72B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B72B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72B_ = 10001/50000 AND B72B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B72B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72B_ = 50001/100000 AND B72B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B72B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72B_ = 1000001/1000000 AND B72B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B72B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B72B_ >= 1000001 AND B72B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B72B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B9_ = 1, GO TO B73_, ELSE GO TO B94_

3.95  B73_  FIXED  LOTTO HOW OFTEN GAMMED
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, think about how often you
bought a big jackpot lottery ticket such as Lotto or Powerball, a daily
lottery ticket like pick-4, or an instant or scratch-off ticket. Do not
include tickets you can only buy on the Internet. Did you play...
1   about every day,
2   one to three times a week,
3   once or twice a month,
4   a few days all year, or
5   only one day in the past year?

IF B73_ = 5, GO TO B92_, ELSE GO TO B74_

3.96  B74_  YESNO  LOTTO PURCHASE PAST WEEK
Now please think about the last time, the most recent day, when you bought
a lottery ticket. Was the last time you bought a lottery ticket during the past 7 days?
1   YES
2   NO

IF B74_ = 1, GO TO B76_, ELSE GO TO B75_

3.97  B75_  YESNO  LOTTO PURCHASE PAST MONTH
Was the last time you bought a lottery ticket during the past 30 days?
1   YES
2   NO

3.98  B76_  YESNO  LOTTO BUY IN NEIGHBORHOOD
The last time you bought a lottery ticket, did you buy it in the neighborhood
where you live?
1   YES
2    NO

IF A2_ >= 21, GO TO B77_, ELSE GO TO B78_

3.99  B77_  FIXED  LOTTO WHO PURCHASED TICKET OVER 21
The last time you bought a lottery ticket, who actually purchased the
ticket -- was it you, a relative, or someone else?
1    you,
2    a relative, or
3    someone else?

IF A2_ <= 20, GO TO B78_, ELSE GO TO VAR1

3.100  B78_  FIXED  LOTTO WHO PURCHASED TICKET UNDER 21
The last time you bought a lottery ticket, who actually purchased the
ticket -- was it you, a parent, a brother or sister, another relative, or
someone else?
1    SELF
2    PARENT
3    BROTHER OR SISTER
4    ANOTHER RELATIVE
5    SOMEONE ELSE

3.101  VAR1  EXCLUDED

3.102  B79_  MULTIPLE  LOTTO TYPE PURCHASED
^TXTFILL^(18/20) what kind of lottery ticket did you buy? Did you buy ..
[CODE ALL THAT APPLY]
1    multi-state lottery tickets like Powerball, Cash4Life, and Wildcard?
2    big-jackpot tickets, like statewide Lottos?
3    daily lottery numbers? [SUCH AS PICK-3 AND PICK-4]
4    instant or scratch-off lottery tickets?

IF B74_ = 1 OR (B74_ <> 1 AND B75_ = 1) OR (B74_ <> 1 AND B75_ <> 1), GO TO B79S_, ELSE GO TO B85_

REPEAT B79S_ THRU BLOOPEND FOR EACH CATEGORY IN B79S_.

3.103  B79S_  LOOPBEG-FIXED  LOTTO LOOP BEGIN
1    multi-state lottery tickets
2    big-jackpot tickets
3    daily lottery numbers
4    instant or scratch-off tickets

IF B79_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 1
IF B79_ = 2, LOOP VALUE: 2
IF B79_ = 3, LOOP VALUE: 3

3.104  B80_  NUMBER  LOTTO AMOUNT SPENT
On the last day that you bought one or more ^B79S_, how much did you spend on
these tickets?
AMOUNT: $
Valid Values: 0-999999999

IF B80_ = 0, REF, DK, GO TO BLOOPEND, ELSE GO TO B81_
IF B80_ > 10, GO TO B81_, ELSE GO TO B82_

3.105  B81_  NUMBER  LOTTO AMOUNT SPENT CREDIT CARD
How much of that did you spend using a credit card?
AMOUNT: $
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.106  B82_  YESNO  LOTTO PURCHASE OUT OF STATE TICKETS
On the last day that you bought one or more ^B79S_^, did you buy tickets from a lottery in a state other than the one you live in?

1    YES
2    NO

IF B82_ = 1, GO TO B83_, ELSE GO TO BLOOPEND

3.107   B83_   MULTIPLE   LOTTO SPECIFY STATE

Which state or states?
1    MULTI-STATE LOTTERY
2    ALABAMA
3    ALASKA
4    ARIZONA
5    ARKANSAS
6    CALIFORNIA
7    COLORADO
8    CONNECTICUT
9    DELAWARE
10   DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
11   FLORIDA
12   GEORGIA
13   HAWAII
14   IDAHO
15   ILLINOIS
16   INDIANA
17   IOWA
18   KANSAS
19   KENTUCKY
20   LOUISIANA
21   MAINE
22   MARYLAND
23   MASSACHUSETTS
24   MICHIGAN
25   MINNESOTA
26   MISSISSIPPI
27   MISSOURI
28   MONTANA
29   NEBRASKA
30   NEVADA
31   NEW HAMPSHIRE
32   NEW JERSEY
33   NEW MEXICO
34   NEW YORK
35   NORTH CAROLINA
36   NORTH DAKOTA
37   OHIO
38   OKLAHOMA
39   OREGON
40   PENNSYLVANIA
41   PUERTO RICO
42   RHODE ISLAND
43   SOUTH CAROLINA
44   SOUTH DAKOTA
45   TENNESSEE
46   TEXAS
47   UTAH
48   VERMONT
49   VIRGINIA
50   WASHINGTON
51   WEST VIRGINIA
52   WISCONSIN
53   WYOMING

3.108   TXTFL2   TEXT-FILL
1    a state
2    states

IF B82_ = 136A(1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 1
3.109  **B84_** FIXED  LOTTO AMOUNT SPENT OUT-STATE
Of the total amount of money you spent on lottery tickets on the last day
that you bought one or more ^B79S_, how much of what you spent went for
tickets from ^TXTFL2^ different from the state you live in?
~IF ^B79_(1)
Do not count multi-state lotteries like Powerball if you lived in a
participating state.
~END

Was it...
1 less than a quarter of the money,
2 between a quarter and half of the money,
3 from half to three quarters,
4 more than three quarters?

3.110  **BLOOPEND**  LOOPEND  LOTTO LOOP END

3.111  **B85_** FIXED  LOTTO OTHER HSHLD MEMBER PURCHASE
If you lived with anyone else, such as another family member, during the
past 30 days, did they purchase lottery tickets during this period, to
your knowledge?
1 YES
2 NO
3 DID NOT LIVE WITH ANYONE

3.112  **B86_** NUMBER  LOTTO ESTIMATE OTHER HSHLD PURCHASE
How much do you think the other person or people in your household spent on
lottery tickets during the past 30 days?
AMOUNT: $
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.113  **B87_** YESNO  LOTTO TICKET BUYING POOL
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, did you buy lottery tickets with other people in a
ticket-buying pool?
1 YES
2 NO

3.114  **B88_** FIXED  LOTTO BUYING POOL SIZE
The last time you bought tickets together with other people in the
ticket-buying pool, how many people were in the pool together, including
yourself?  Were there...
1 two or three,
2 four to ten,
3 eleven to twenty, or
4 more than twenty?

3.115  **B89_** MULTIPLE  LOTTO POOL MEMBERS
Who else was in the pool?  Did it include...
[CODE ALL THAT APPLY]
1 family members?
2 people you work with who are not family members?
3 friends of yours?
4 some people whose names you don't know?

3.116  **B90_** UNCODED  LOTTO FAVORITE GAME
What is your favorite lottery game?
RECORD VERBATIM:

3.117  **B90A_** FIXED  LOTTO FAVORITE GAME CODE
CODE CATEGORY [USE PROBE IF NEEDED]
1 MULTI-STATE
2 OTHER BIG JACKPOT
3 DAILY
4 INSTANT/SCRATCH-OFF
What percent of the ticket price for ^TXTFILL^(97/99) do you think is returned to the ticket purchasers in the form of prize money?

Do the ticket purchasers as a whole get back...
1. a quarter or less of every dollar,
2. about half, or
3. three-quarters or more?

^TXTFILL^(27/28) did you come out ahead or behind on your lottery tickets?
1. AHEAD
2. BEHIND
3. BROKE EVEN

How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1. UNDER $100
2. $100 TO $500
3. $501 TO $1,000
4. $1,001 TO $5,000
5. $5,001 TO $10,000
6. $10,001 TO $50,000
7. $50,001 TO $100,000
8. $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9. OVER $1 MILLION

How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1. UNDER $100
2. $100 TO $500
3. $501 TO $1,000
4. $1,001 TO $5,000
5. $5,001 TO $10,000
6. $10,001 TO $50,000
7. $50,001 TO $100,000
8. $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9. OVER $1 MILLION
IF B93B_ = 1/99 AND B93B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B93B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B93B_ = 100/500 AND B93B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B93B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B93B_ = 501/1000 AND B93B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B93B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B93B_ = 1001/5000 AND B93B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B93B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B93B_ = 5001/10000 AND B93B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B93B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B93B_ = 10001/100000 AND B93B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B93B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B93B_ = 50001/1000000 AND B93B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B93B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B93B_ = 100001/10000000 AND B93B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B93B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B93B_ = 500001/100000000 AND B93B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B93B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B12_ = 1, GO TO B94_, ELSE GO TO B109_

3.124  B94_  FIXED  BINGO HOW OFTEN GAMbled
In the past year, since °MONTH^ 1997, think about how often you played
commercial bingo, tribal bingo, and charitable bingo. Do not include
any bingo you may have played in a casino. Did you play...
1 about every day,
2 one to three times a week,
3 once or twice a month,
4 a few days all year, or
5 only one day in the past year?

IF B94_ = 5, GO TO B106_, ELSE GO TO B95_
IF B31_ = 1, GO TO B95_, ELSE GO TO B96_

3.125  B95_  YESNO  UNLICENSED AGE FIRST TIME
In the past year, since °MONTH^ 1997, did you play bingo that you
knew to be sponsored by a tribe?
1 YES
2 NO

3.126  B96_  FIXED  UNLICENSED TYPE OF GAME
Now please think about the last time, the most recent day, when you
played bingo. Did you gamble for...
1 less than two hours,
2 two to four hours,
3 five to ten hours, or
4 more than ten hours?

3.127  B97_  FIXED  UNLICENSED DISTANCE FROM HOME
How far did you travel from home to get there? Was it...
1 less than 10 miles,
2 between 10 and 50 miles,
3 more than 50 miles, but not more than 250 miles, or
4 more than 250 miles?

3.128  B98_  YESNO  BINGO BUDGET
On that last day that you played bingo, did you budget beforehand a
certain amount of money that was the most you were willing to lose?
1 YES
2 NO

IF B98_ = 1, GO TO B99_, ELSE GO TO B100_

3.129  B99_  NUMBER  BINGO WILLING TO LOSE
How many dollars were the most you were willing to lose?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.130  B100_  NUMBER  BINGO MONEY TAKE LAST DAY
On that day, how much money did you take to gamble with? IF R DID NOT TAKE
CASH, ENTER "0".
PROMPT: I've written down $, is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.131  B101_  YESNO  BINGO ACQUIRE MORE MONEY
And on that day, after you started playing, did you acquire more money to play with, for example, by using an ATM, credit card, or cashing a check?
DO NOT INCLUDE WINNINGS.
1   YES
2   NO

IF B101_ = 1, GO TO B102_, ELSE GO TO B104_

3.132   B102_   MULTIPLE   BINGO HOW GET MORE MONEY
Please tell me which of the following ways you got more money to continue playing. Did you...
[CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]
1   cash a check?
2   take money from a bank account using an ATM machine?
3   pay with a credit card?
4   get a credit card cash advance?
5   borrow money from a family member or friend?
6   Any other way (SPECIFY)?

IF B102_ = 6, GO TO B102O_, ELSE GO TO B103_

3.133   B102O_   UNCODED   OTHER BINGO GET MONEY
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER WAY:

IF B102_ = 2, GO TO B103_, ELSE GO TO B104_

3.134   B103_   FIXED   BINGO ATM
Where was the ATM machine that you used? Was it...
1   in the place where you were gambling,
2   within walking distance of where you were gambling, or
3   would someone have to drive to get there?

3.135   B104_   FIXED   BINGO LAST DAY AHEAD/BEHIND
On the last day that you played bingo, did you come out ahead or behind on the money you wagered?
1   AHEAD
2   BEHIND
3   BROKE EVEN

IF B104_ = 1, GO TO B105A_, ELSE GO TO B105B_

3.136   B105A_   NUMBER   BINGO HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.137   B105A_CD   FIXED   BINGO AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1   UNDER $100
2   $100 TO $500
3   $501 TO $1,000
4   $1,001 TO $5,000
5   $5,001 TO $10,000
6   $10,001 TO $50,000
7   $50,001 TO $100,000
8   $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9   OVER $1 MILLION

IF B105A_ = 1/99 AND B105A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B105A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105A_ = 100/500 AND B105A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B105A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105A_ = 501/1000 AND B105A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B105A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105A_ = 1001/5000 AND B105A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B105A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105A_ = 5001/10000 AND B105A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B105A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105A_ = 10001/50000 AND B105A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B105A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105A_ = 50001/100000 AND B105A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B105A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B105A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B105A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105A_ >= 1000001 AND B105A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B105A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B104_ = 2, GO TO B105B_, ELSE GO TO B106_

3.138  B105B__ NUMBER  BINGO HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I've written down $, is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.139  B105B_CD  FIXED  BINGO BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1  UNDER $100
2  $100 TO $500
3  $501 TO $1,000
4  $1,001 TO $5,000
5  $5,001 TO $10,000
6  $10,001 TO $50,000
7  $50,001 TO $100,000
8  $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9  OVER $1 MILLION

IF B105B_ = 1/99 AND B105B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B105B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105B_ = 100/500 AND B105B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B105B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105B_ = 501/1000 AND B105B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B105B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105B_ = 1001/5000 AND B105B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B105B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105B_ = 5001/10000 AND B105B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B105B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105B_ = 10001/50000 AND B105B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B105B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105B_ = 100001/100000 AND B105B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B105B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B105B_ >= 1000001 AND B105B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B105B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B31_ = 1, GO TO B106_, ELSE GO TO B107_

3.140  B106_  YESNO  BINGO INDIAN OR TRIBAL
On that day, was the bingo you played sponsored by an Indian tribe?
 1  YES
 2  NO

3.141  B107_  FIXED  BINGO CUR YR AHEAD/BEHIND
^TXTFILL^(29/30) did you come out ahead or behind on the money you wagered?
 1  AHEAD
 2  BEHIND
 3  BROKE EVEN

IF B107_ = 1, GO TO B108A_, ELSE GO TO B108B_

3.142  B108A_  NUMBER  BINGO CUR YR HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $, is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.143  B108A_CD  FIXED  BINGO CUR YR AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1  UNDER $100
2  $100 TO $500
3  $501 TO $1,000
4  $1,001 TO $5,000
5  $5,001 TO $10,000
6  $10,001 TO $50,000
7  $50,001 TO $100,000
8  $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
IF B108A_ = 1/99 AND B108A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B108A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B108A_ = 100/500 AND B108A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B108A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B108A_ = 501/1000 AND B108A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B108A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B108A_ = 1001/5000 AND B108A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B108A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B108A_ = 5001/10000 AND B108A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B108A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B108A_ = 10001/50000 AND B108A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B108A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B108A_ = 50001/100000 AND B108A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B108A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B108A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B108A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B108A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B108A_ >= 1000001 AND B108A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B108A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B107_ = 2, GO TO B108B_, ELSE GO TO B109_

3.144  B108B_  NUMBER  BINGO CUR YR HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I've written down $, is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.145  B108B_CD  FIXED  BINGO CUR YR BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1  UNDER $100
2  $100 TO $500
3  $501 TO $1,000
4  $1,001 TO $5,000
5  $5,001 TO $10,000
6  $10,001 TO $50,000
7  $50,001 TO $100,000
8  $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9  OVER $1 MILLION

3.146  B109_  FIXED  CHARITABLE HOW OFTEN GAMBALED
Now I'd like to discuss with you types of gaming sponsored by charitable organizations, such as churches and parent-teacher associations. In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, think about how often you have bet money on games conducted for a charitable cause, such as Las Vegas nights and pull-tabs. Do not include bingo or games played for a prize other than money, such as a car raffle. Did you play...
1  about every day,
2  one to three times a week,
3  once or twice a month,
4  a few days all year, or
5  only one day in the past year?

3.147  B110_  YESNO  CHARITABLE INDIAN OR TRIBAL
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, did you wager on a charitable
game like this that you knew was being conducted by a tribal organization, for example, to benefit a tribal church, school, or fraternal organization?
   1 YES
   2 NO
3.148  B111_  FIXED  CHARITABLE TIME SPENT
Now please think about the last time, the most recent day, when you bet money on a game or games conducted for a charitable cause, such as pull-tabs or Las Vegas Nights. Did you gamble for...
   1 less than two hours,
   2 two to four hours,
   3 five to ten hours, or
   4 more than ten hours?
3.149  B112_  FIXED  CHARITABLE DISTANCE FROM HOME
How far did you travel from home to get there? Was it...
   1 less than 10 miles,
   2 between 10 and 50 miles,
   3 more than 50 miles but not more than 250 miles, or
   4 more than 250 miles?
3.150  B113_  UNCODED  CHARITABLE TYPE OF GAME
Which kind of game or gambling activity did you play?
3.151  B114_  YESNO  CHARITABLE BUDGET
On that last day that you played *B113_*^, did you budget beforehand a certain amount of money that was the most you were willing to lose?
   1 YES
   2 NO
IF B114_ = 1, GO TO B115_, ELSE GO TO B116_

3.152  B115_  NUMBER  CHARITABLE WILLING TO LOSE
How many dollars were the most you were willing to lose?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999
3.153  B116_  NUMBER  CHARITABLE MONEY TAKE LAST DAY
On that day, how much money did you take to gamble with? IF R DID NOT TAKE CASH, ENTER "0".
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999
3.154  B117_  YESNO  CHARITABLE ACQUIRE MORE MONEY
And on that day, after you started gambling, did you acquire more money to gamble with, for example, by using an ATM, credit card, or cashing a check? [DO NOT INCLUDE WINNINGS].
   1 YES
   2 NO
IF B117_ = 1, GO TO B118_, ELSE GO TO B120_

3.155  B118_  MULTIPLE  CHARITABLE HOW GET MORE MONEY
Please tell me which of the following ways you got more money to continue gambling. Did you...
[CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]
   1 cash a check?
   2 take money from a bank account using an ATM machine?
   3 pay with a credit card?
   4 get a credit card cash advance?
   6 borrow money from a family member or friend?
   7 Any other way (SPECIFY)?
IF B118_ = 7, GO TO B118O_, ELSE GO TO B119_

3.156  B118O_  UNCODED  OTHER CHARITABLE GET MONEY
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER:
IF B118_ = 2, GO TO B119_, ELSE GO TO B120_
3.157  B119  FIXED  CHARITABLE ATM
Where was the ATM machine that you used? Was it...
  1  in the place where you were gambling,
  2  within walking distance of where you were gambling, or
  3  would someone have to drive to get there?

3.158  B120  FIXED  CHARITABLE LAST DAY AHEAD/BEHIND
On the last day that you played ^B113^, did you come out ahead or behind on
the money you wagered?
  1  AHEAD
  2  BEHIND
  3  BROKE EVEN

IF B120_ = 1, GO TO B121A_, ELSE GO TO B121B_

3.159  B121A_  NUMBER  CHARITABLE LAST DAY HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.160  B121A_CD  FIXED  CHARITABLE AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
  1  UNDER $100
  2  $100 TO $500
  3  $501 TO $1,000
  4  $1,001 TO $5,000
  5  $5,001 TO $10,000
  6  $10,001 TO $50,000
  7  $50,001 TO $100,000
  8  $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
  9  OVER $1 MILLION

IF B121A_ = 1/99 AND B121A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B121A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121A_ = 100/500 AND B121A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B121A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121A_ = 501/1000 AND B121A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B121A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121A_ = 1001/5000 AND B121A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B121A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121A_ = 5001/10000 AND B121A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B121A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121A_ = 10001/50000 AND B121A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B121A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121A_ = 50001/100000 AND B121A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B121A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B121A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B121A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121A_ >= 1000001 AND B121A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B121A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B120_ = 2, GO TO B121B_, ELSE GO TO B122_

3.161  B121B_  NUMBER  CHARITABLE LAST DAY HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.162  B121B_CD  FIXED  CHARITABLE BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
  1  UNDER $100
  2  $100 TO $500
  3  $501 TO $1,000
  4  $1,001 TO $5,000
  5  $5,001 TO $10,000
  6  $10,001 TO $50,000
  7  $50,001 TO $100,000
  8  $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
  9  OVER $1 MILLION

IF B121B_ = 1/99 AND B121B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B121B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121B_ = 100/500 AND B121B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B121B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121B_ = 501/1000 AND B121B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B121B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121B_ = 1001/5000 AND B121B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B121B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121B_ = 5001/100000 AND B121B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B121B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121B_ = 10001/50000 AND B121B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B121B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121B_ = 50001/100000 AND B121B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B121B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121B_ = 100001/100000 AND B121B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B121B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B121B_ >= 1000001 AND B121B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B121B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B31_ = 1 OR B110_ = 1, GO TO B122_, ELSE GO TO B123_

3.163  B122_  YESNO  CHARITABLE INDIAN OR TRIBAL LAST DAY
On that day, was the game or games you played sponsored by an Indian tribe?
   1  YES
   2  NO

3.164  B123_  FIXED  CHARITABLE CUR YR AHEAD/BEHIND
TXTFILL^(31/32) did you come out ahead or behind on the money you wagered?
   1  AHEAD
   2  BEHIND
   3  BROKE EVEN

IF B123_ = 1, GO TO B124A_, ELSE GO TO B124B_

3.165  B124A_  NUMBER  CHARITABLE CUR YR HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.166  B124A_CD  FIXED  CHARITABLE CUR YR AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
   1  UNDER $100
   2  $100 TO $500
   3  $501 TO $1,000
   4  $1,001 TO $5,000
   5  $5,001 TO $10,000
   6  $10,001 TO $50,000
   7  $50,001 TO $100,000
   8  $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
   9  OVER $1 MILLION

IF B124A_ = 1/99 AND B124A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B124A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B124A_ = 100/500 AND B124A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B124A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B124A_ = 501/1000 AND B124A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B124A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B124A_ = 1001/5000 AND B124A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B124A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B124A_ = 5001/10000 AND B124A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B124A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B124A_ = 10001/50000 AND B124A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B124A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B124A_ = 50001/100000 AND B124A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B124A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B124A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B124A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B124A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B124A_ >= 1000001 AND B124A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B124A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B123_ = 2, GO TO B124B_, ELSE GO TO B125_

3.167  B124B_  NUMBER  CHARITABLE CUR YR HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.168  B124B_CD  FIXED  CHARITABLE CUR YR BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
   1  UNDER $100
   2  $100 TO $500
   3  $501 TO $1,000
   4  $1,001 TO $5,000
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, think about how often you gambled in a cardroom, that is, a business with premises devoted to playing cards for money such as poker, pai gow poker, or super pan nine. Please do not include card games in any of the gambling facilities I have already asked about. Did you play...

1. about every day,
2. one to three times a week,
3. once or twice a month,
4. a few days all year, or
5. only one day in the past year?

In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, did you gamble in a cardroom that you knew to be owned by an Indian tribe?

1. YES
2. NO

Now please think about the last time, the most recent day, when you gambled in a cardroom. Did you gamble for...

1. less than two hours,
2. two to four hours,
3. five to ten hours, or
4. more than ten hours?

How far did you travel from home to get there? Was it...

1. less than 10 miles,
2. between 10 and 50 miles,
3. more than 50 miles but not more than 250 miles, or
4. more than 250 miles?

On that day, did you budget beforehand a certain amount of money that was the most you were willing to lose?

1. YES
2. NO

How many dollars were the most you were willing to lose?

PROMPT: I've written down $, is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.175  B131_  NUMBER  CARDROOM MONEY TAKE LAST DAY
On that day, how much money did you take to gamble with?  IF R DID NOT TAKE CASH, ENTER "0".
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.176  B132_  YESNO  CARDROOM ACQUIRE MORE MONEY
And on that day, after you started gambling, did you acquire more money to gamble with, for example, by using an ATM, credit card, or cashing a check?
[DO NOT INCLUDE WINNINGS].
  1  YES
  2  NO

IF B132_ = 1, GO TO B133_, ELSE GO TO B135_

3.177  B133_  MULTIPLE  CARDROOM HOW GET MORE MONEY
Please tell me which of the following ways you got more money to continue gambling. Did you...
  1  cash a check?
  2  take money from a bank account using an ATM machine?
  3  get a credit card cash advance?
  4  pay with a credit card?
  5  use a line of credit from the facility?
  6  borrow money from a family member or friend?
  8  Any other way (SPECIFY)?

IF B133_ = 8, GO TO B133O_, ELSE GO TO B134_

3.178  B133O_  UNCODED  OTHER CARDROOM GET MONEY
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER:

IF B133_ = 2, GO TO B134_, ELSE GO TO B135_

3.179  B134_  FIXED  CARDROOM ATM
Where was the ATM machine that you used?  Was it...
  1  in the place where you were gambling,
  2  within walking distance of where you were gambling, or
  3  would someone have to drive to get there?

3.180  B135_  FIXED  CARDROOM LAST DAY AHEAD/BEHIND
On the last day that you played in a cardroom, did you come out ahead or behind on the money you wagered?
  1  AHEAD
  2  BEHIND
  3  BROKE EVEN

IF B135_ = 1, GO TO B136A_, ELSE GO TO B136B_

3.181  B136A_  NUMBER  CARDROOM LAST DAY HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?
I'v written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.182  B136A_CD  FIXED  CARDROOM AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
  1  UNDER $100
  2  $100 TO $500
  3  $501 TO $1,000
  4  $1,001 TO $5,000
  5  $5,001 TO $10,000
  6  $10,001 TO $50,000
  7  $50,001 TO $100,000
  8  $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
  9  OVER $1 MILLION
IF B136A_ = 1/99 AND B136A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B136A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136A_ = 100/500 AND B136A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B136A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136A_ = 501/1000 AND B136A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B136A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136A_ = 1001/5000 AND B136A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B136A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136A_ = 5001/10000 AND B136A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B136A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136A_ = 10001/50000 AND B136A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B136A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136A_ = 50001/100000 AND B136A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B136A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B136A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B136A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136A_ >= 1000001 AND B136A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B136A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B135_ = 2, GO TO B136B_, ELSE GO TO B137_

3.183  B136B__ NUMBER       CARDROOM LAST DAY HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind?
I’ve written down $, is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.184  B136B_CD  FIXED        CARDROOM BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
  1    UNDER $100
  2    $100 TO $500
  3    $501 TO $1,000
  4    $1,001 TO $5,000
  5    $5,001 TO $10,000
  6    $10,001 TO $50,000
  7    $50,001 TO $100,000
  8    $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
  9    OVER $1 MILLION

IF B136B_ = 1/99 AND B136B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B136B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136B_ = 100/500 AND B136B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B136B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136B_ = 501/1000 AND B136B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B136B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136B_ = 1001/5000 AND B136B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B136B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136B_ = 5001/10000 AND B136B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B136B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136B_ = 10001/50000 AND B136B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B136B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136B_ = 50001/100000 AND B136B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B136B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136B_ = 100001/1000000 AND B136B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B136B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B136B_ >= 1000001 AND B136B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B136B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B31_ = 1 OR B126_ = 1, GO TO B137_, ELSE GO TO B138_

3.185  B137_   YESNO        CARDROOM INDIAN OR TRIBAL LAST DAY
On that day, was the cardroom you played in run by an Indian tribe?
  1    YES
  2    NO

3.186  B138_   FIXED        CARDROOM CUR YR AHEAD/BEHIND
^TXTFILL^(33/34) did you come out ahead or behind on the money you wagered?
  1    AHEAD
  2    BEHIND
  3    BROKE EVEN

IF B138_ = 1, GO TO B139A_, ELSE GO TO B139B_

3.187  B139A_  NUMBER       CARDROOM CUR YR HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?
I've written down $, is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.188  B139A_CD  FIXED        CARDROOM CUR YR AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
  1    UNDER $100
2 $100 TO $500
3 $501 TO $1,000
4 $1,001 TO $5,000
5 $5,001 TO $10,000
6 $10,001 TO $50,000
7 $50,001 TO $100,000
8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B139A_ = 1/99 AND B139A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B139A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139A_ = 100/500 AND B139A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B139A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139A_ = 501/1000 AND B139A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B139A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139A_ = 1001/5000 AND B139A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B139A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139A_ = 5001/10000 AND B139A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B139A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139A_ = 10001/50000 AND B139A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B139A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139A_ = 50001/100000 AND B139A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B139A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B139A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B139A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139A_ >= 1000001 AND B139A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B139A_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B138_ = 2, GO TO B139B_, ELSE GO TO B140_

3.189 B139B_ NUMBER CARDROOM CUR YR HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind? I've written down $, is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999
3.190 B139B_CD FIXED CARDROOM CUR YR BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1 UNDER $100
2 $100 TO $500
3 $501 TO $1,000
4 $1,001 TO $5,000
5 $5,001 TO $10,000
6 $10,001 TO $50,000
7 $50,001 TO $100,000
8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B139B_ = 1/99 AND B139B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B139B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139B_ = 100/500 AND B139B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B139B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139B_ = 501/1000 AND B139B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B139B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139B_ = 1001/5000 AND B139B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B139B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139B_ = 5001/10000 AND B139B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B139B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139B_ = 10001/50000 AND B139B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B139B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139B_ = 50001/100000 AND B139B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B139B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139B_ = 100001/1000000 AND B139B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B139B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B139B_ >= 1000001 AND B139B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B139B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B21_ = 1, GO TO B140_, ELSE GO TO B146_

3.191 B140_ FIXED PRIVATE HOW OFTEN GAMbled
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, think about how often you gambled for money in a private game such as dice, dominos, poker in someone's home, pool, golf, or bowling. Was it...
1 about every day,
2 one to three times a week,
3 once or twice a month,
4 a few days all year,
5 only one day in the past year?

IF B140_ = 5, GO TO B144_, ELSE GO TO B141_
3.192  B141_  FIXED  PRIVATE TIME SPENT
Now please think about the last time, the most recent day, when you
gambled for money in a private game such as dice, dominos, poker in
someone's home, pool, golf, or bowling. Did you gamble there for...
1  less than two hours,
2  two to four hours,
3  five to ten hours, or
4  more than ten hours?

3.193  B142_  FIXED  PRIVATE LAST DAY AHEAD/BEHIND
On that day, did you come out ahead or behind on the money you wagered?
1  AHEAD
2  BEHIND
3  BROKE EVEN

IF B142_ = 1, GO TO B143A_, ELSE GO TO B143B_

3.194  B143A_  NUMBER  PRIVATE LAST DAY HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.195  B143A_CD  FIXED  PRIVATE AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1  UNDER $100
2  $100 TO $500
3  $501 TO $1,000
4  $1,001 TO $5,000
5  $5,001 TO $10,000
6  $10,001 TO $50,000
7  $50,001 TO $100,000
8  $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9  OVER $1 MILLION

IF B143A_ = 1/99 AND B143A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B143A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143A_ = 100/500 AND B143A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B143A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143A_ = 501/1000 AND B143A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B143A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143A_ = 1001/5000 AND B143A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B143A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143A_ = 5001/10000 AND B143A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B143A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143A_ = 10001/50000 AND B143A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B143A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B143A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B143A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B143A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B143A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143A_ >= 1000001 AND B143A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B143A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B142_ = 2, GO TO B143B_, ELSE GO TO B144_

3.196  B143B_  NUMBER  PRIVATE LAST DAY HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.197  B143B_CD  FIXED  PRIVATE BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1  UNDER $100
2  $100 TO $500
3  $501 TO $1,000
4  $1,001 TO $5,000
5  $5,001 TO $10,000
6  $10,001 TO $50,000
7  $50,001 TO $100,000
8  $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9  OVER $1 MILLION

IF B143B_ = 1/99 AND B143B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B143B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143B_ = 100/500 AND B143B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B143B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143B_ = 501/1000 AND B143B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B143B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143B_ = 1001/5000 AND B143B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B143B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143B_ = 5001/10000 AND B143B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B143B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143B_ = 10001/50000 AND B143B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B143B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143B_ = 50001/100000 AND B143B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B143B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143B_ = 100001/1000000 AND B143B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B143B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B143B_ >= 1000001 AND B143B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B143B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

3.198 B144_ FIXED PRIVATE CUR YR AHEAD/BEHIND
^TXTFILL^(35/36) did you come out ahead or behind on the money you wagered?
  1 AHEAD
  2 BEHIND
  3 BROKE EVEN
IF B144_ = 1, GO TO B145A_, ELSE GO TO B145B_

3.199 B145A_ NUMBER PRIVATE CUR YR HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999
3.200 B145A_CD FIXED PRIVATE CUR YR AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
  1 UNDER $100
  2 $100 TO $500
  3 $501 TO $1,000
  4 $1,001 TO $5,000
  5 $5,001 TO $10,000
  6 $10,001 TO $50,000
  7 $50,001 TO $100,000
  8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
  9 OVER $1 MILLION
IF B145A_ = 1/99 AND B145A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B145A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145A_ = 100/500 AND B145A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B145A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145A_ = 501/1000 AND B145A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B145A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145A_ = 1001/5000 AND B145A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B145A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145A_ = 5001/10000 AND B145A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B145A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145A_ = 10001/50000 AND B145A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B145A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145A_ = 50001/100000 AND B145A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B145A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B145A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B145A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145A_ >= 1000001 AND B145A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B145A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

3.201 B145B_ NUMBER PRIVATE CUR YR HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999
3.202 B145B_CD FIXED PRIVATE CUR YR BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
  1 UNDER $100
  2 $100 TO $500
  3 $501 TO $1,000
  4 $1,001 TO $5,000
  5 $5,001 TO $10,000
  6 $10,001 TO $50,000
  7 $50,001 TO $100,000
  8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
  9 OVER $1 MILLION
IF B145B_ = 1/99 AND B145B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B145B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

3.203 B146_ FIXED PRIVATE CUR YR YTD NET WIN
^TXTFILL^(35/36) did you come out ahead or behind on your money wagered?
  1 AHEAD
  2 BEHIND
  3 BROKE EVEN
IF B146_ = 1, GO TO B147_, ELSE GO TO B148_

3.204 B147_ NUMBER PRIVATE CUR YR YTD NET WIN
How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999
3.205 B147_CD FIXED PRIVATE CUR YR YTD NET WIN RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
  1 UNDER $100
  2 $100 TO $500
  3 $501 TO $1,000
  4 $1,001 TO $5,000
  5 $5,001 TO $10,000
  6 $10,001 TO $50,000
  7 $50,001 TO $100,000
  8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
  9 OVER $1 MILLION
IF B147_ = 1/99 AND B147_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B147_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B147_ = 100/500 AND B147_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B147_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B147_ = 501/1000 AND B147_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B147_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B147_ = 1001/5000 AND B147_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B147_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B147_ = 5001/10000 AND B147_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B147_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B147_ = 10001/50000 AND B147_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B147_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B147_ = 50001/100000 AND B147_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B147_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B147_ = 100001/1000000 AND B147_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B147_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B147_ >= 1000001 AND B147_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B147_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145B_ = 100/500 AND B145B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B145B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145B_ = 501/1000 AND B145B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B145B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145B_ = 1001/5000 AND B145B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B145B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145B_ = 5001/10000 AND B145B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B145B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145B_ = 10001/50000 AND B145B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B145B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145B_ = 50001/100000 AND B145B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B145B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145B_ = 100001/1000000 AND B145B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B145B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B145B_ >= 1000001 AND B145B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B145B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B24_ = 1, GO TO B146_, ELSE GO TO B165_

3.203  B146_  FIXED  STORE/BAR HOW OFTEN GAMBED
In the past year, since *MONTH^ 1997, think about how often you
gambled at a store, bar, restaurant, truck stop, or similar location that
had only one or two kinds of games, such as slot machines, video poker,
or pull tabs. Please do not count gambling in locations that we have
already talked about, or betting with a bookmaker. Did you play...
1  about every day,
2  one to three times a week,
3  once or twice a month,
4  a few days all year,
5  only one day in the past year?

IF B146_ = 5, GO TO B162_, ELSE GO TO B147_
IF B31_ = 1, GO TO B147_, ELSE GO TO B148_

3.204  B147_  YESNO  STORE/BAR INDIAN OR TRIBAL
In the past year, since *MONTH^ 1997, did you gamble at a store, bar,
restaurant, truck stop, or similar location that you knew to be owned
by an Indian tribe?
1  YES
2  NO

3.205  B148_  FIXED  STORE/BAR LOCATION TYPE
Now please think about the last time, the most recent day, when you
gambled at one of these locations. Which kind of location was it?
Was it...
1  a bar or restaurant,
2  a truck stop or gas station,
3  a convenience store,
4  a supermarket, or
5  someplace else?

IF B148_ = 5, GO TO B148O_, ELSE GO TO B149_

3.206  B148O_  UNCODED  OTHER STORE/BAR LOCATION TYPE
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER:

3.207  B149_  FIXED  OTHER DISTANCE FROM HOME
How far did you travel from home to get there? Was it...
1  less than 10 miles,
2  between 10 and 50 miles,
3  more than 50 miles but not more than 250 miles,
4  more than 250 miles?

3.208  B150_  MULTIPLE  STORE/BAR TYPE OF GAME
Which kind of game or games did you play? Did you play...
[CODE ALL THAT APPLY]
1  slot machines?
2  a video lottery machine?
3  some other kind of electronic game?
4  pull tabs?
5  Or something else?
IF B150_ = 5, GO TO B150O_, ELSE GO TO B151_

3.209  B150O_  UNCODED  OTHER STORE/BAR TYPE OF GAME
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER:

3.210  B151_  FIXED  STORE/BAR TIME SPENT
Did you gamble there for...
1  less than two hours,
2  two to four hours,
3  five to ten hours, or
4  more than ten hours?

3.211  B152_  YESNO  STORE/BAR BUDGET
On that day, did you budget beforehand a certain amount of money that
was the most you were willing to lose?
1  YES
2  NO

IF B152_ = 1, GO TO B153_, ELSE GO TO B154_

3.212  B153_  NUMBER  STORE/BAR WILLING TO LOSE
How many dollars were the most you were willing to lose?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.213  B154_  NUMBER  STORE/BAR MONEY TAKE LAST DAY
On that day, how much money did you take to gamble with?  IF R DID NOT TAKE
CASH, ENTER "0".
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.214  B155_  YESNO  STORE/BAR ACQUIRE MORE MONEY
And on that day, after you started gambling, did you acquire more money
to gamble with, for example, by using an ATM, credit card, or cashing
a check?  DO NOT INCLUDE WINNINGS.
1  YES
2  NO

IF B155_ = 1, GO TO B156_, ELSE GO TO B158_

3.215  B156_  MULTIPLE  STORE/BAR HOW GET MORE MONEY
Please tell me which of the following ways you got more money to continue
gambling.  Did you...
1  cash a check?
2  take money from a bank account using an ATM machine?
3  pay with a credit card?
4  get a credit card cash advance?
5  use a line of credit from the facility?
6  borrow money from a family member or friend?
7  Any other way (SPECIFY)?

IF B156_ = 7, GO TO B156O_, ELSE GO TO B157_

3.216  B156O_  UNCODED  OTHER STORE/BAR GET MONEY
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER:

IF B156_ = 2, GO TO B157_, ELSE GO TO B158_

3.217  B157_  FIXED  STORE/BAR ATM
Where was the ATM machine that you used?  Was it...
1  in the place where you were gambling,
2  within walking distance of where you were gambling, or
3  would someone have to drive to get there?

3.218  B158_  FIXED  STORE/BAR LAST DAY AHEAD/BEHIND
On the last day that you gambled at one of these locations, did you come out ahead or behind on the money you gambled with?

1 AHEAD
2 BEHIND
3 BROKE EVEN

IF B158_ = 1, GO TO B159A_, ELSE GO TO B159B_

3.219  B159A_  NUMBER   STORE/BAR LAST DAY HOW MUCH AHEAD

How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.220  B159A_CD  FIXED   STORE/BAR AHEAD RANGE

INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING

1 UNDER $100
2 $100 TO $500
3 $501 TO $1,000
4 $1,001 TO $5,000
5 $5,001 TO $10,000
6 $10,001 TO $50,000
7 $50,001 TO $100,000
8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B159A_ = 1/99 AND B159A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B159A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159A_ = 100/500 AND B159A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B159A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159A_ = 501/1000 AND B159A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B159A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159A_ = 1001/5000 AND B159A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B159A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159A_ = 5001/10000 AND B159A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B159A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159A_ = 10001/100000 AND B159A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B159A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159A_ = 50001/1000000 AND B159A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B159A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159A_ = 100001/1000000000 AND B159A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B159A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159A_ >= 1000001 AND B159A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B159A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B158_ = 2, GO TO B159B_, ELSE GO TO B160_

3.221  B159B_  NUMBER   STORE/BAR LAST DAY HOW MUCH BEHIND

How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.222  B159B_CD  FIXED   STORE/BAR BEHIND RANGE

INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING

1 UNDER $100
2 $100 TO $500
3 $501 TO $1,000
4 $1,001 TO $5,000
5 $5,001 TO $10,000
6 $10,001 TO $50,000
7 $50,001 TO $100,000
8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B159B_ = 1/99 AND B159B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B159B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159B_ = 100/500 AND B159B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B159B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159B_ = 501/1000 AND B159B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B159B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159B_ = 1001/5000 AND B159B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B159B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159B_ = 5001/10000 AND B159B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B159B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159B_ = 10001/100000 AND B159B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B159B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159B_ = 50001/1000000 AND B159B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B159B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159B_ = 100001/1000000000 AND B159B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B159B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B159B_ >= 1000001 AND B159B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B159B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B158_ = 1/2, GO TO B160_._ ELSE GO TO B162_.

3.223  B160_  YESNO  STORE/BAR WIN/LOSE 1 GAME
Did you ^TXTFILL*(37/38) most of that money at one particular game or activity?
   1  YES
   2  NO

IF B160_ = 1, GO TO B161_., ELSE GO TO B162_.

3.224  B161_  FIXED  STORE/BAR WIN LOSE WHICH GAME
What type of game or activity did you ^TXTFILL*(173/174) most of that money on? Was it...
   1  slot machines,
   2  a video lottery machine,
   3  some other kind of electronic game,
   4  pull tabs, or
   5  something else?

IF B161_ = 5, GO TO B161O_., ELSE GO TO B162_.

3.225  B161O_  UNCODED  OTHER STORE/BAR WHICH GAME
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER:

IF B31_ = 1, GO TO B162_., ELSE GO TO B163_.

3.226  B162_  YESNO  STORE/BAR INDIAN OR TRIBAL LAST DAY
On that day, was the game or games you played at this location sponsored by an Indian tribe?
   1  YES
   2  NO

3.227  B163_  FIXED  STORE/BAR CUR YR AHEAD/BEHIND
^TXTFILL*(41/42) did you come out ahead or behind on the money you wagered?
   1  AHEAD
   2  BEHIND
   3  BROKE EVEN

IF B163_ = 1, GO TO B164A_., ELSE GO TO B164B_.

3.228  B164A_  NUMBER  STORE/BAR CUR YR HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.229  B164A_CD  FIXED  STORE/BAR CUR YR AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
   1  UNDER $100
   2  $100 TO $500
   3  $501 TO $1,000
   4  $1,001 TO $5,000
   5  $5,001 TO $10,000
   6  $10,001 TO $50,000
   7  $50,001 TO $100,000
   8  $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
   9  OVER $1 MILLION

IF B164A_ = 1/99 AND B164A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B164A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164A_ = 100/500 AND B164A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B164A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164A_ = 501/1000 AND B164A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B164A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164A_ = 1001/5000 AND B164A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B164A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164A_ = 5001/10000 AND B164A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B164A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164A_ = 10001/50000 AND B164A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B164A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164A_ = 50001/100000 AND B164A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B164A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B164A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B164A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164A_ >= 1000001 AND B164A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B164A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B163_ = 2, GO TO B164B_, ELSE GO TO B165_

3.230  B164B_  NUMBER   STORE/BAR CUR YR HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

IF B27_ <> 1, GO TO B171_; ELSE GO TO B165_

3.231  B164B_CD  FIXED   STORE/BAR CUR YR BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1    UNDER $100
2    $100 TO $500
3    $501 TO $1,000
4    $1,001 TO $5,000
5    $5,001 TO $10,000
6    $10,001 TO $50,000
7    $50,001 TO $100,000
8    $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9    OVER $1 MILLION

IF B164B_ = 1/99 AND B164B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B164B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164B_ = 100/500 AND B164B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B164B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164B_ = 501/1000 AND B164B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B164B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164B_ = 1001/5000 AND B164B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B164B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164B_ = 5001/10000 AND B164B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B164B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164B_ = 10001/50000 AND B164B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B164B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164B_ = 50001/100000 AND B164B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B164B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164B_ = 100001/1000000 AND B164B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B164B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B164B_ >= 1000001 AND B164B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B164B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B27_ = 1, GO TO B165_, ELSE GO TO B171_

3.232  B165_  FIXED   UNLICENSED HOW OFTEN GAMBLED
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, think about how often you participated in a sports pool, placed a bet with a bookmaker, bought a policy or played nonlicensed numbers games, or played in a nonlicensed casino or "blind pig."
Did you play...
1    about every day,
2    one to three times a week,
3    once or twice a month,
4    a few days all year, or
5    only one day in the past year?

IF B165_ = 5, GO TO B169_; ELSE GO TO B166_

3.233  B166_  FIXED   UNLICENSED TYPE OF GAME
Now please think about the last time, the most recent day, when you participated in a sports pool, placed a bet with a bookmaker, bought a policy or played nonlicensed numbers games, or played in a nonlicensed casino or "blind pig." What kind of activity did you participate in?
1    PARTICIPATED IN A SPORTS POOL
2. PLACED A BET WITH A BOOKMAKER
3. BOUGHT A POLICY OR PLAYED NONLICENSED NUMBERS GAMES
4. PLAYED IN A NONLICENSED CASINO OR "BLIND PIG"
5. OTHER

IF B166_ = 5, GO TO B166O_, ELSE GO TO B167_

3.234 B166O_ UCODED UNLICENSED TYPE OF GAME SPECIFY OTHER
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER:

IF B166_ = 4, GO TO B167_, ELSE GO TO B168_

3.235 B167_ FIXED UNLICENSED DISTANCE FROM HOME
How far did you travel from home to get there? Was it...
1. less than 10 miles,
2. between 10 and 50 miles,
3. more than 50 miles but not more than 250 miles, or
4. more than 250 miles?

3.236 B168_ NUMBER UNLICENSED AMOUNT BET
On the last day that you \^B166\^, how much money did you bet?
AMOUNT BET: $
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.237 B169_ FIXED UNLICENSED CUR YR AHEAD/BEHIND
\^TXTFILL^\(^43/44\) did you come out ahead or behind on the money you wagered?
1. AHEAD
2. BEHIND
3. BROKE EVEN

IF B169_ = 1, GO TO B170A_, ELSE GO TO B170B_

3.238 B170A_ NUMBER UNLICENSED CUR YR HOW MUCH AHEAD
How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.239 B170A_CD FIXED UNLICENSED AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1. UNDER $100
2. $100 TO $500
3. $501 TO $1,000
4. $1,001 TO $5,000
5. $5,001 TO $10,000
6. $10,001 TO $50,000
7. $50,001 TO $100,000
8. $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9. OVER $1 MILLION

IF B170A_ = 1/99 AND B170A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B170A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170A_ = 100/500 AND B170A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B170A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170A_ = 501/1000 AND B170A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B170A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170A_ = 1001/5000 AND B170A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B170A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170A_ = 5001/10000 AND B170A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B170A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170A_ = 10001/50000 AND B170A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B170A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170A_ = 50001/100000 AND B170A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B170A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B170A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B170A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170A_ = 1000001 AND B170A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B170A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B169_ = 2, GO TO B170B_, ELSE GO TO B171_

3.240 B170B_ NUMBER UNLICENSED CUR YR HOW MUCH BEHIND
How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.241 B170B_CD FIXED UNLICENSED CUR YR BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1 UNDER $100
2 $100 TO $500
3 $501 TO $1,000
4 $1,001 TO $5,000
5 $5,001 TO $10,000
6 $10,001 TO $50,000
7 $50,001 TO $100,000
8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B170B_ = 1/99 AND B170B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B170B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170B_ = 100/500 AND B170B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B170B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170B_ = 501/1000 AND B170B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B170B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170B_ = 1001/5000 AND B170B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B170B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170B_ = 5001/10000 AND B170B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B170B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170B_ = 10001/50000 AND B170B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B170B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170B_ = 50001/100000 AND B170B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B170B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170B_ = 100001/1000000 AND B170B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B170B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B170B_ >= 1000001 AND B170B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B170B_: "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B29_ = 1, GO TO B171_, ELSE GO TO SECB4

3.242 B171_ FIXED INTERNET HOW OFTEN GAMBLED
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, think about how often you gambled for actual money on the Internet or World-Wide-Web. Please include lottery games that can only be played on the Internet. Did you play...
1 about every day,
2 one to three times a week,
3 once or twice a month,
4 a few days all year, or
5 only one day in the past year?

IF B171_ = 5, GO TO B177_, ELSE GO TO B172_

3.243 B172_ FIXED INTERNET TIME SPENT
Now please think about the last time, the most recent day, when you gambled on the Internet or World-Wide-Web. Did you gamble for...
1 less than two hours,
2 two to four hours,
3 five to ten hours, or
4 more than ten hours?

3.244 B173_ YESNO INTERNET BUDGET
On that day, did you budget beforehand a certain amount of money that was the most you were willing to lose?
1 YES
2 NO

IF B173_ = 1, GO TO B174_, ELSE GO TO B175_

3.245 B174_ NUMBER INTERNET WILLING TO LOSE
How many dollars were the most you were willing to lose?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.246 B175 FIXED INTERNET LAST DAY AHEAD/BEHIND
On the last day that you gambled on the Internet or World Wide Web, did you come out ahead or behind on the money you wagered?
1 AHEAD
2 BEHIND

45
3. BROKE EVEN

IF B175_ = 1, GO TO B176A_, ELSE GO TO B176B_

3.247  B176A_  NUMBER  INTERNET LAST DAY HOW MUCH AHEAD

How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.248  B176A_CD  FIXED  INTERNET AHEAD RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1 UNDER $100
2 $100 TO $500
3 $501 TO $1,000
4 $1,001 TO $5,000
5 $5,001 TO $10,000
6 $10,001 TO $50,000
7 $50,001 TO $100,000
8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B176A_ = 1/99 AND B176A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B176A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176A_ = 100/500 AND B176A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B176A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176A_ = 501/1000 AND B176A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B176A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176A_ = 1001/5000 AND B176A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B176A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176A_ = 5001/10000 AND B176A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B176A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176A_ = 10001/50000 AND B176A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B176A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176A_ = 50001/100000 AND B176A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B176A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B176A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B176A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176A_ >= 1000001 AND B176A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B176A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B175_ = 2, GO TO B176B_, ELSE GO TO B177_

3.249  B176B_  NUMBER  INTERNET LAST DAY HOW MUCH BEHIND

How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.250  B176B_CD  FIXED  INTERNET BEHIND RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1 UNDER $100
2 $100 TO $500
3 $501 TO $1,000
4 $1,001 TO $5,000
5 $5,001 TO $10,000
6 $10,001 TO $50,000
7 $50,001 TO $100,000
8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B176B_ = 1/99 AND B176B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B176B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176B_ = 100/500 AND B176B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B176B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176B_ = 501/1000 AND B176B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B176B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176B_ = 1001/5000 AND B176B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B176B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176B_ = 5001/10000 AND B176B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B176B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176B_ = 10001/50000 AND B176B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B176B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176B_ = 50001/100000 AND B176B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B176B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176B_ = 100001/1000000 AND B176B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B176B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B176B_ >= 1000001 AND B176B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B176B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

3.251  B177_  FIXED  INTERNET CUR YR AHEAD/BEHIND

^TXTFILL^ (45/46) did you come out ahead or behind on the money you wagered?
1 AHEAD
2 BEHIND

46
3. BROKE EVEN

IF B177_ = 1, GO TO B178A_, ELSE GO TO B178B_

3.252 B178A_ NUMBER INTERNET CUR YR HOW MUCH AHEAD

How much did you come out ahead?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.253 B178A_CD FIXED INTERNET CUR YR AHEAD RANGE

INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1 UNDER $100
2 $100 TO $500
3 $501 TO $1,000
4 $1,001 TO $5,000
5 $5,001 TO $10,000
6 $10,001 TO $50,000
7 $50,001 TO $100,000
8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B178A_ = 1/99 AND B178A_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B178A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178A_ = 100/500 AND B178A_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B178A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178A_ = 501/1000 AND B178A_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B178A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178A_ = 1001/5000 AND B178A_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B178A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178A_ = 5001/10000 AND B178A_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B178A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178A_ = 10001/50000 AND B178A_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B178A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178A_ = 50001/100000 AND B178A_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B178A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178A_ = 100001/1000000 AND B178A_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B178A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178A_ >= 1000001 AND B178A_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B178A_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF B177_ = 2, GO TO B178B_, ELSE GO TO SECB4

3.254 B178B_ NUMBER INTERNET CUR YR HOW MUCH BEHIND

How much did you come out behind?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

3.255 B178B_CD FIXED INTERNET CUR YR BEHIND RANGE

INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1 UNDER $100
2 $100 TO $500
3 $501 TO $1,000
4 $1,001 TO $5,000
5 $5,001 TO $10,000
6 $10,001 TO $50,000
7 $50,001 TO $100,000
8 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
9 OVER $1 MILLION

IF B178B_ = 1/99 AND B178B_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO B178B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178B_ = 100/500 AND B178B_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO B178B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178B_ = 501/1000 AND B178B_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO B178B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178B_ = 1001/5000 AND B178B_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO B178B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178B_ = 5001/10000 AND B178B_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO B178B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178B_ = 10001/50000 AND B178B_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO B178B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178B_ = 50001/100000 AND B178B_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO B178B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178B_ = 100001/1000000 AND B178B_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO B178B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF B178B_ >= 1000001 AND B178B_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO B178B_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

4.1 SECB4 TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP SECTION 4
4.2 C1_ FIXED EFFECTS OF LEGAL GAMBLING
People have different beliefs about the overall effects of legalized gambling on society. Some people consider that legalized gambling is mostly a good thing for society, others think it is mostly a bad thing, and still others think it has an equal combination of good and bad effects on society. Would you say that the overall effect of legalized gambling on society is...

1. very good,
2. good,
3. about equally good and bad,
4. bad, or
5. very bad?

IF CALC2 = 1, GO TO C8_, ELSE GO TO C2_

4.3  C2_   PREAMBLE                  NOT GAMBALED PAST YEAR
You have indicated that you have not gambled at all in the past year, since *MONTH* 1997. Now I would like to ask you how important some possible reasons might have been for your "/".

4.4  C3_   FIXED                      WHY NOT INCONVENIENT
Would you say that inconvenience or distance from gambling opportunities was very important, important, not so important, or not at all important in your "/"?

1. VERY IMPORTANT
2. IMPORTANT
3. NOT SO IMPORTANT
4. NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

4.5  C4_   FIXED                      WHY NOT MORAL OR ETHICAL
Would you say that moral or ethical concerns were very important, important, not so important, or not at all important in your not gambling?

1. VERY IMPORTANT
2. IMPORTANT
3. NOT SO IMPORTANT
4. NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

4.6  C5_   FIXED                      WHY NOT POSSIBILITY OF LOSING MONEY
Would you say that the possibility of losing money was very important, important, not so important, or not at all important in your not gambling?

1. VERY IMPORTANT
2. IMPORTANT
3. NOT SO IMPORTANT
4. NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

4.7  C6_   YESNO                      WHY NOT OTHER REASON
Were there any "/" reasons why you "/"

1. YES
2. NO

IF C6_ = 1, GO TO C7_, ELSE GO TO C8_

4.8  C7_   UNCODED                    OTHER REASON NOT GAMBLE
What was that reason or reasons?
RECORD VERBATIM AS MANY REASONS AS OFFERED: PROBE TO BE SURE NO OTHER REASONS SHOULD BE RECORDED.

IF CALC1 = 2, GO TO SEC7, ELSE GO TO C8_
IF CALC1 = 1 AND CALC2 = 2, GO TO C15_, ELSE GO TO C8_

4.9  C8_   PREAMBLE                  PAST YEAR GAMBLING PREAMBLE
I would like to ask you about reasons you may have for gambling or placing a bet in the past year. Please tell me whether each of the following reasons was very important, important, not so important, or not at all important to you as a reason for gambling:

4.10  C9_   FIXED                     WHY SOCIALIZING W/ FRIENDS/FAMILY
Socializing with friends or family
1. VERY IMPORTANT
2 IMPORTANT
3 NOT SO IMPORTANT
4 NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

4.11 C10_ FIXED WHY PERSONAL SERVICE FROM STAFF
Personal service from the staff
1 VERY IMPORTANT
2 IMPORTANT
3 NOT SO IMPORTANT
4 NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

4.12 C11_ FIXED WHY GAMBLE BE AROUND OTHER PEOPLE
To be around other people
1 VERY IMPORTANT
2 IMPORTANT
3 NOT SO IMPORTANT
4 NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

4.13 C12_ FIXED WHY EXCITEMENT OR CHALLENGE
The excitement or challenge of gambling [PROBE IF NECESSARY: Does gambling
wake you up and keep your attention? How important is that for you to
gamble?]
1 VERY IMPORTANT
2 IMPORTANT
3 NOT SO IMPORTANT
4 NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

4.14 C13_ FIXED WHY TO WIN MONEY
To win money
1 VERY IMPORTANT
2 IMPORTANT
3 NOT SO IMPORTANT
4 NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

4.15 C14_ YESNO WHY SPECIFY OTHER REASONS
~IF C9_ @ (1/2), C10_ @ (1/2), C11_ @ (1/2), C12_ @ (1/2), C13_ @ (1/2)
Were there any other important or very important reasons why you gambled?
~ELSE
Were there any important or very important reasons why you gambled?
~END
1 YES
2 NO

IF C14_ = 1, GO TO C14O_, ELSE GO TO C15_

4.16 C14O_ UNCODED OTHER REASON GAMBLE
What was that reason or reasons?
RECORD VERBATIM AS MANY REASONS AS OFFERED, PROBE TO BE SURE NO OTHER
REASONS SHOULD BE RECORDED

4.17 C15_ FIXED FAVORITE GAME OR ACTIVITY
Now thinking about all the kinds of gambling we have discussed, can you
tell me which is your favorite kind of game or activity?
DO NOT READ LIST. IF ANSWER IS A KIND OF PLACE, SUCH AS "INDIAN/TRIBAL
CASINO," PROBE FOR MORE SPECIFIC GAME OR ACTIVITY. IF NECESSARY, ASK
FOR MOST RECENT FAVORITE.
1 BINGO
2 BOOK-TYPE BETTING
3 CARD GAMES
4 CHARITABLE GAMES
5 DICE
6 GAMES OF SKILL
7 INSTANT LOTTERY GAMES
8 INTERNET/WWW GAMBLING
9 LIVE KENO
10 OFF-TRACK BETTING
11 LOTTERY GAMES (NOT INSTANT)
12 OUTCOME OF SPORTS EVENTS W/ ACQ
13 PARI-MUTUEL SPORTS
14 PULL-TABS
15 ROULETTE
16 SLOT MACHINES
17 SPORTS POOLS
18 TABLE GAMES (IN GENERAL)
19 VIDEO MACHINE GAMES
20 OTHER (SPECIFY)
21 NO FAVORITE

IF C15_ = 20, GO TO C15O_, ELSE GO TO C16_

4.18 C15O_ UNCODED OTHER FAVORITE GAME/ACTIVITY
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER GAME:

IF C15_ = 12, GO TO C17_, ELSE GO TO C16_

4.19 C16_ YESNO GAMBLE ALONE OR WITH SOMEONE ELSE
When you ^TXTFILL^ (55/75), do you usually do so with someone you know very well?
1 YES
2 NO

IF C16_ = 1, GO TO C17_, ELSE GO TO C18_

4.20 C17_ FIXED WHO GAMBLE WITH
Who do you usually ^TXTFILL^ (55/75) with?
1 Your spouse or partner,
2 other family member(s),
3 friend(s), co-worker(s), neighbor(s), club member(s), or
4 some other individual or group?

4.21 C18_ NUMBER LARGEST AMOUNT EVER WON
For any of the types of gambling you have done, what is the largest amount of money you have ever won, that is, come out ahead or behind at the end of a single day of gambling?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

4.22 C18_CD FIXED LARGEST AMT WON RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1 NONE
2 UNDER $100
3 $100 TO $500
4 $501 TO $1,000
5 $1,001 TO $5,000
6 $5,001 TO $10,000
7 $10,001 TO $50,000
8 $50,001 TO $100,000
9 $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
10 OVER $1 MILLION

IF C18_ = 1/99 AND C18_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO C18_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C18_ = 100/500 AND C18_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO C18_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C18_ = 501/1000 AND C18_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO C18_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C18_ = 1001/5000 AND C18_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO C18_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C18_ = 5001/10000 AND C18_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO C18_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C18_ = 10001/50000 AND C18_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO C18_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C18_ = 50001/100000 AND C18_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO C18_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C18_ = 100001/1000000 AND C18_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO C18_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C18_ >= 1000001 AND C18_CD <> 10, GO BACK TO C18_ : "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF C18_CD = 1/2, GO TO C23_, ELSE GO TO C19_

4.23 C19_ YESNO LRG AMT WON GAMBLE/LOST BACK MONEY
Did you within a few days or weeks gamble and lose back most of the money that you won on that day?

1. YES
2. NO

IF C19_ = 1, GO TO C23_, ELSE GO TO C20_

4.24 C20_  FIXED  LRG AMT WON SAVE/SPEND MONEY
What did you do with most of the money you won -- save it or spend it?

1. SAVE
2. SPEND

IF C20_ = 1, GO TO C23_, ELSE GO TO C21_

4.25 C21_  FIXED  LRG AMT WON SPEND ON PARTICULAR/GENERAL
Did you spend most of the money on something in particular or on general living expenses?

1. PARTICULAR
2. GENERAL

IF C21_ = 2, GO TO C23_, ELSE GO TO C22_

4.26 C22_  UNCODED  LRG AMT WON SPECIFY PARTICULAR
What is the particular thing you spent most of this money on?

VERBATIM:

4.27 C22_CD  MULTIPLE  LRG AMT WON CODE PARTICULAR
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING

1. LEISURE GOODS (such as consumer electronics or sporting goods)
2. OTHER CONSUMER GOODS (such as auto or household items)
3. RECREATIONAL SERVICES (such as vacation trips and "nights out")
4. OTHER CONSUMER SERVICES (such as education or loan payments)
5. CANNOT CODE

4.28 C23_  NUMBER  LARGEST AMOUNT EVER LOST
Now what is the largest amount of money you have ever lost, that is, come out behind at the end of a single day of gambling?

PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?

Valid Values: 0-999999999

4.29 C23_CD  FIXED  LARGEST AMT LOST RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING

1. NEVER LOST ANY MONEY
2. UNDER $100
3. $100 TO $500
4. $501 TO $1,000
5. $1,001 TO $5,000
6. $5,001 TO $10,000
7. $10,001 TO $50,000
8. $50,001 TO $100,000
9. $100,001 TO $1 MILLION
10. OVER $1 MILLION

IF C23_ = 0, REF, DK AND C23_CD <> 1, GO BACK TO C23_; "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C23_ = 1/99 AND C23_CD <> 2, GO BACK TO C23_; "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C23_ = 100/500 AND C23_CD <> 3, GO BACK TO C23_; "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C23_ = 501/1000 AND C23_CD <> 4, GO BACK TO C23_; "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C23_ = 1001/5000 AND C23_CD <> 5, GO BACK TO C23_; "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C23_ = 5001/10000 AND C23_CD <> 6, GO BACK TO C23_; "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C23_ = 10001/50000 AND C23_CD <> 7, GO BACK TO C23_; "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C23_ = 50001/100000 AND C23_CD <> 8, GO BACK TO C23_; "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C23_ = 100001/1000000 AND C23_CD <> 9, GO BACK TO C23_; "PLEASE CHECK DATA"
IF C23_ = 1000001 AND C23_CD <> 10, GO BACK TO C23_; "PLEASE CHECK DATA"

IF C23_CD = 1, REF, DK, GO TO SEC6B, ELSE GO TO C24
IF C23_CD = 2, GO TO C29_, ELSE GO TO C24_

4.30  C24_  YESNO  LRG AMT LOST WIN BACK MONEY
Did you within a few days or weeks win back most of the money that you
lost on that day?
1  YES
2  NO

IF C24_ = 1, GO TO C29_, ELSE GO TO C24_

4.31  C25_  FIXED  LRG AMT LOST BORROWING/CREDIT
Did the money you lost that day come from cash on hand, or did it come
from borrowing or credit?
1  CASH ON HAND
2  BORROW OR CREDIT

IF C25_ = 2, GO TO SECB5, ELSE GO TO C26_

4.32  C26_  FIXED  LRG AMT LOST SAVE/SPEND/SOMETHING ELSE
If you had not lost the money that day, what would you probably have done
with it: would you have gambled with it another day, saved it, or spent
it on something else?
1  GAMBLE
2  SAVE
3  SPEND

IF C26_ = 1/2, GO TO SECB5, ELSE GO TO C27_

4.33  C27_  FIXED  LRG AMT LOST SPEND ON PARTICULAR/GENERAL
Would you have spent the money on something in particular or on
general living expenses?
1  PARTICULAR
2  GENERAL

IF C27_ = 2, GO TO SECB5, ELSE GO TO C28_

4.34  C28_  UNCODED  LRG AMT LOST SPECIFY PARTICULAR
What is the particular thing you would have spent this money on?

4.35  C28_CD  MULTIPLE  LRG AMT LOST CODE PARTICULAR
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1  LEISURE GOODS (such as consumer electronics or sporting goods)
2  OTHER CONSUMER GOODS (such as auto or household items)
3  RECREATIONAL SERVICES (such as vacation trips and "nights out")
4  OTHER CONSUMER SERVICES (such as education or loan payments)
5  CANNOT CODE

IF C27_ = 1/5, GO TO SECB5

4.36  C29_  NUMBER  LARGEST AMT BEHIND ACROSS ENTIRE YEAR
Please think about all the years since you first started any type of
gambling. About how much would you say is the largest amount of money
that you have ever been behind across an entire year of gambling?
PROMPT: I've written down $ , is that correct?
Valid Values: 0-999999999

4.37  C29_CD  FIXED  LARGEST AMT BEHIND IN YEAR RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE CATEGORY WITHOUT READING
1  NEVER LOST MONEY
2  UNDER $100
3  $100 TO $500
5.1 SECB5 TIMESTAMP

TIMESTAMP SECTION 5

5.2 D0_ PREAMBLE

PROBLEMS EVER PREAMBLE

Now I would like to ask you about some very specific experiences people sometimes have said they have had in relation to gambling. Please tell me whether any of the following descriptions has ever applied to you.

5.3 D1_ YESNO

EVER SPEND TIME THINK/PLAN GAMBLING

Have there ever been periods lasting two weeks or longer when you spent a lot of time thinking about gambling experiences or planning out future gambling ventures or bets?

1  YES
2  NO

5.4 D2_ YESNO

EVER GETTING MONEY TO GAMBLE

Have there ever been periods lasting two weeks or longer when you spent a lot of time thinking about ways of getting money to gamble with?

1  YES
2  NO

5.5 D3_ YESNO

EVER GAMBLING INCREASING AMOUNTS

Have there ever been periods lasting two weeks or longer when you needed to gamble with increasing amounts of money or with larger bets than before in order to get the same feeling of excitement?

1  YES
2  NO

5.6 D4_ YESNO

EVER TRIED TO STOP GAMBLING

Have you ever tried to stop, cut down, or control your gambling?

1  YES
2  NO

IF D4_ = 1, GO TO D5_, ELSE GO TO D8_

5.7 D5_ YESNO

EVER RESTLESS OR IRRITABLE

On one or more of the times when you tried to stop, cut down, or control your gambling, were you restless or irritable?

1  YES
2  NO

5.8 D6_ YESNO

EVER TRIED/FAILED TO STOP GAMBLING

Have you ever tried but not succeeded in stopping, cutting down, or controlling your gambling?

1  YES
2  NO
1    YES
2    NO

IF D6_ = 1, GO TO D7_, ELSE GO TO D8_

5.9   D7_   YESNO   EVER FAIL MORE THAN 1 TIME
Has this happened three or more times?
1    YES
2    NO

5.10  D8_   YESNO   EVER ESCAPE PERSONAL PROBLEMS
Have you ever gambled as a way to escape from personal problems?
1    YES
2    NO

5.11  D9_   YESNO   EVER RELIEVE GUILT/ANX/HELPLESS/DEPRESS
Have you ever gambled to relieve uncomfortable feelings such as
guilt, anxiety, helplessness, or depression?
1    YES
2    NO

5.12  D10_  YESNO   EVER RETURN ANOTHER DAY TO GET EVEN
Has there ever been a period when, if you lost money gambling one
day, you would return another day to get even?
1    YES
2    NO

5.13  D11_  YESNO   EVER LIED ABOUT MONEY LOST
Have you ever lied to family members, friends, or others about how
much you gamble or how much money you lost on gambling?
1    YES
2    NO
IF D11 = 1, GO TO D12 ELSE GO TO D13

5.14 D12 YESNO EVER LIED ABOUT MONEY MORE THAN 1 TIME
Has this happened three or more times?
1 YES
2 NO

5.15 D13 YESNO EVER STOLE MONEY TO GAMBLE
Have you ever written a bad check or taken money that didn’t belong
to you from family members or anyone else in order to pay for your
gambling?
1 YES
2 NO

5.16 D14 YESNO EVER SERIOUS/REPEAT RELATIONSHIP PROBS
Has your gambling ever caused serious or repeated problems in your
relationships with any of your family members or friends?
1 YES
2 NO

IF (A2 = 16/17 OR A5 = 1) AND A7 <> 1, GO TO D15 ELSE GO TO D16

5.17 D15 YESNO EVER CAUSED PROBLEMS IN SCHOOL
Has your gambling caused you any problems in school, such as missing
classes or days of school, or your grades dropping?
1 YES
2 NO

5.18 D16 YESNO EVER CAUSED PROBLEMS AT WORK
Has your gambling ever caused you to lose a job, have trouble with
your job, or miss out on an important job or career opportunity?
1 YES
2 NO

5.19 D17 YESNO EVER BORROW MONEY TO PAY DEBT
Have you ever needed to ask family members or anyone else to loan you
money or otherwise bail you out of a desperate money situation that
was largely caused by your gambling?
1 YES
2 NO

5.20 D18 YESNO EVER PHYSICAL ARGUMENT W/ FAMILY MEMBER
Did you ever argue with a family member about your gambling to the
point where it became emotionally harmful?
1 YES
2 NO

IF D18 = 2, GO TO DPRE, ELSE GO TO D19

5.21 D19 YESNO EVER EMOTIONAL ARGUMENT W/ FAMILY MEMBER
Did such an argument ever become physical?
1 YES
2 NO

REPEAT LBEVER THRU LEEVER FOR EACH CATEGORY IN LBEVER.

5.22 LBEVER LOOPBEG-FIXED
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7
8 8
IF D1_ = 1 OR D2_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 1
IF D3_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 2
IF D5_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 3
IF D7_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 4
IF D9_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 5
IF D10_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 6
IF D12_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 7
IF D13_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 8
IF D14_ = 1 OR D15_ = 1 OR D16_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 9
IF D17_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 10

5.23 EVERPROB CALCULATION CALCULATION VARIABLE 1
Calculation: ^EVERPROB^+1

5.24 LEEVER LOOPEND
IF EVERPROB >= 1, GO TO DPRE, ELSE GO TO SECB7

5.25 DPRE PREAMBLE PREAMBLE FOR SECTION 4
Now I would like to ask you whether any of the experiences you have reported occurred in the past year.
IF D1_ = 1, GO TO D20_, ELSE GO TO D21_

5.26 D20_ YESNO PSTYR SPEND TIME THINK/PLAN GAMBLING
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have there been any periods lasting two weeks or longer when you spent a lot of time thinking about your gambling experiences or planning out future gambling ventures or bets?
1    YES
2    NO
IF D2_ = 1, GO TO D21_, ELSE GO TO D22_

5.27 D21_ YESNO PSTYR GETTING MONEY TO GAMBLE
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have there been any periods lasting two weeks or longer when you spent a lot of time thinking about ways of getting money to gamble with?
1    YES
2    NO
IF D3_ = 1, GO TO D22_, ELSE GO TO D23_

5.28 D22_ YESNO PSTYR GAMBLE INCREASING AMOUNTS
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have there been any periods when you needed to gamble with increasing amounts of money or with larger bets than before in order to get the same feeling of excitement?
1    YES
2    NO
IF D4_ = 1, GO TO D23_, ELSE GO TO D27_

5.29 D23_ YESNO PSTYR TRIED TO STOP GAMBLING
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you tried to stop, cut down, or control your gambling?
1    YES
2    NO
IF D23_ = 1 AND D5_ = 1, GO TO D24_, ELSE GO TO D27_
5.30  D24_  YESNO  PSTYR RESTLESS OR IRRITABLE
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, on one or more of the times when you tried to stop, cut
down, or control your gambling, were you restless or irritable?
  1    YES
  2    NO

5.31  D25_  YESNO  PSTYR TRIED/FAILED TO STOP GAMBLING
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you tried but not succeeded in stopping, cutting
down, or controlling your gambling?
  1    YES
  2    NO

IF D25_ = 1, GO TO D26_, ELSE GO TO D27_

5.32  D26_  YESNO  PSTYR TRIED/FAILED MORE THAN 1 TIME
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, has this happened three or more times?
  1    YES
  2    NO

IF D8_ = 1, GO TO D27_, ELSE GO TO D28_

5.33  D27_  YESNO  PSTYR ESCAPE PERSONAL PROBLEMS
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you gambled as a way to escape from personal
problems?
  1    YES
  2    NO

IF D9_ = 1, GO TO D28_, ELSE GO TO D29_

5.34  D28_  YESNO  PSTYR RELIEVE GUILT/ANX/HELPLESS/DEPRESS
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you gambled to relieve uncomfortable feelings such as
guilt, anxiety, helplessness, or depression?
  1    YES
  2    NO

IF D10_ = 1, GO TO D29_, ELSE GO TO D30_

5.35  D29_  YESNO  PSTYR RETURN ANOTHER DAY TO GET EVEN
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, has there been a period when, if you lost money gambling
on one day, you would often return another day to get even?
  1    YES
  2    NO

IF D11_ = 1, GO TO D30_, ELSE GO TO D32_

5.36  D30_  YESNO  PSTYR LIED ABOUT MONEY LOST
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you more than once lied to family members, friends,
or others about how much you gamble or how much money you lost on gambling?
  1    YES
  2    NO

IF D30_ = 1 AND D12_ = 1, GO TO D31_, ELSE GO TO D32_

5.37  D31_  YESNO  PSTYR LIED MONEY LOST 3 OR MORE TIMES
Has this happened three or more times?
  1    YES
5.38 D32_ YESNO PSTYR STOLEN MONEY TO PAY DEBT
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you written a bad check or taken money that didn’t belong to you from family members or anyone else in order to pay for your gambling?
1    YES
2    NO

5.39 D33_ YESNO PSTYR SERIOUS/REPEAT RELATIONSHIP PROBS
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, has your gambling caused serious or repeated problems in your relationships with any of your family members or friends?
1    YES
2    NO

5.40 D34_ YESNO PSTYR CAUSED PROBLEMS IN SCHOOL
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, has your gambling caused you any problems in school, such as missing classes or days of school, or getting worse grades?
1    YES
2    NO

5.41 D35_ YESNO PSTYR CAUSED PROBLEMS AT WORK
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, has your gambling ever caused you to lose a job, have trouble with your job, or miss out on an important job or career opportunity?
1    YES
2    NO

5.42 D36_ YESNO PSTYR BORROW MONEY TO PAY DEBT
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you needed to ask family members or anyone else to loan you money or otherwise bail you out of a desperate money situation that was largely caused by your gambling?
1    YES
2    NO

6.1 SECB6 TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP SECTION 6
REPEAT LPMPB THRU LEMPB FOR EACH CATEGORY IN LPMPB.

6.2 LPMPB LOOPBEG-FIXED
1  1
2  2
3  3
4  4
5  5
6  6
7  7
8  8
9  9
10 10
IF D21_ = 1 OR D22_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 1
IF D23_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 2
IF D25_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 3
IF D27_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 4
IF D29_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 5
IF D30_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 6
IF D31_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 7
IF D32_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 8
IF D33_ = 1 OR D34_ = 1 OR D35_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 9
IF D36_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 10

6.3 MOPROB   CALCULATION  CALCULATION VARIABLE 2
Calculation: "MOPROB"+1

6.4 LEMPB   LOOPEND

6.5 E0_   PREAMBLE  GAMBLING TREATMENT PREAMBLE
Now I am going to ask you about types of treatment you may have had for gambling problems, including professional help from doctors or counselors.

6.6 E1_   YESNO  EVER RECEIVED HELP/TREATMENT
Have you ever received any kind of help or treatment for gambling problems? Include self-help groups and help from professionals such as doctors or counselors.

1  YES
2  NO

IF E1_ = 1, GO TO E2_, ELSE GO TO SECB7

6.7 E2_   MULTIPLE  RECEIVED HELP/ TREATMENT WHERE
Did you receive help from... CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1  A family doctor?
2  A psychologist or psychiatrist?
3  A gambling treatment program where you stayed overnight?
4  A gambling treatment program where you did not stay overnight?
5  A religious leader?
6  A counselor or social worker?

6.8 E3_   NUMBER  AGE FIRST RECEIVED HELP/ TREATMENT
How old were you the first time you received any of these kinds of treatment or help for gambling problems?
Valid Values: 0-80
Soft Check: 81-120

IF E1_ = 370A(GA2_, GO BACK TO E3_ : " AGE OF THE RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS"

6.9 E4_   YESNO  PSTYR ENTERED ANY TREATMENT PROGRAM
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you entered any treatment program or started receiving any help for your gambling problem?
1  YES
2  NO

6.10 E5_   YESNO  EVER ATTENDED GAMBLERS ANONYMOUS
Have you ever attended a Gamblers Anonymous meeting?
1  YES
2  NO

IF E5_ = 1, GO TO E6_, ELSE GO TO SECB7

6.11 E6_   NUMBER  AGE FIRST ATTENDED GAMBLERS ANONYMOUS
How old were you when you first attended a Gamblers Anonymous meeting?
Valid Values: 0-80
Soft Check: 81-120

IF E5_ = 373A(GA2_, GO BACK TO E6_ : " AGE OF THE RESPONDENT IS ^A2_^ YEARS"
6.12 E7_ YESNO  PSTYR ATTENDED 5 OR MORE GA MEETINGS
Since *MONTH* 1997, have you been to five or more of any of these meetings?
1  YES
2  NO

7.1 SECB7 TIMESTAMP  TIMESTAMP SECTION 7
7.2 F1_ YESNO  EVER MARRIED
Have you ever been married?
1  YES
2  NO

IF F1_ = 1, GO TO F2_, ELSE GO TO F16A_

7.3 F2_ YESNO  CURRENTLY MARRIED
Are you currently married?
1  YES
2  NO

IF F2_ = 1, GO TO F3_, ELSE GO TO F4_

7.4 F3_ FIXED  TOGETHER OR SEPARATED FROM SPOUSE
Are you together with your spouse or separated from your spouse?
1  TOGETHER
2  SEPARATED

7.5 F4_ FIXED  MARRIED HOW MANY TIMES
How many times have you been married?
1  ONCE
2  TWICE
3  THREE OR MORE TIMES

IF F2_ = 1 AND B176B_CD <> 2 AND F4_ = 1, GO TO F10_, ELSE GO TO F5_
IF F2_ = 1 AND F3_ = 2 AND F4_ = 1 AND EVERPROB < 1, GO TO F16A_, ELSE GO TO F5_
IF F2_ = 1 AND F3_ = 2 AND F4_ = 1 AND EVERPROB >= 1, GO TO F13_, ELSE GO TO F5_

7.6 F5_ YESNO  EVER DIVORCED
~TXTFILL^(76/77) divorced?
1  YES
2  NO

IF F5_ = 2, GO TO F10_, ELSE GO TO F6_
IF F5_ = 1 AND EVERPROB >= 1, GO TO F6_, ELSE GO TO F7_

7.7 F6_ YESNO  GAMBLING FACTOR IN DIVORCE
Was your gambling ever a significant factor or cause toward your getting a divorce?
~IF ^F4_*(3) *.^(380(1)+^F4_*(2/3))
Please include all prior divorces that you may have had.
~END
1  YES
2  NO

7.8 F7_ YESNO  SPOUSE GAMBLING FACTOR IN DIVORCE
Was your spouse's gambling ever a significant factor or cause toward your getting a divorce?
~IF ^F4_*(3) *.^(380(1)+^F4_*(2/3))
Please include all prior divorces that you may have had.
~END
1  YES
2  NO
IF F7_ = 2 AND F6_ = 1, GO TO F8_, ELSE GO TO F11_
IF F7_ = 1 AND F3_ = 2, GO TO F8_, ELSE GO TO F16A_

7.9 **F8_** YESNO OTHER FACTORS CONTRIBUTE TO DIVORCE
Were there other significant factors or causes toward your getting a divorce?
1    YES
2    NO

IF F8_ = 1, GO TO F9_, ELSE GO TO F10_

7.10 **F9_** UNCODED SPECIFY FACTORS CONTRIBUTE TO DIVORCE
What were those other significant factors or causes?

7.11 **F10_** YESNO EVER SEPARATED
^TXTFILL^(78/79) separated?
1    YES
2    NO

IF F10_ = 1, GO TO F11_, ELSE GO TO F16A_
IF EVERPROB >= 1, GO TO F11_, ELSE GO TO F15_

7.12 **F11_** YESNO EVER GAMBLING FACTOR IN SEPARATION
Was your gambling ever a significant factor or cause toward your separation?
1    YES
2    NO

IF F11_ = 2, GO TO F13_, ELSE GO TO F12_
IF F11_ = 1, GO TO F14_, ELSE GO TO F12_

7.13 **F12_** YESNO EVER SPOUSE GAMBLING FACTOR SEPARATION
Was your spouse’s gambling ever a significant factor or cause toward a separation?
1    YES
2    NO

IF F12_ = 2 AND F3_ = 2, GO TO F13_, ELSE GO TO F14_

7.14 **F13_** YESNO GAMBLING FACTOR IN CURRENT SEPARATION
Was your gambling a significant factor or cause toward your current separation?
1    YES
2    NO

IF F11_ = 1 OR F12_ = 1 OR F13_ = 1, GO TO F14_, ELSE GO TO F16A_

7.15 **F14_** YESNO OTHER FACTORS CONTRIBUTE TO SEPARATION
Were there other significant factors or causes toward your separation?
1    YES
2    NO

IF F14_ = 1, GO TO F15_, ELSE GO TO F16A_

7.16 **F15_** UNCODED SPECIFY FACTORS CONTRIBUTE TO SEPARATION
What were those other significant factors or causes?

IF F1_ <> 1, GO TO F16B_, ELSE GO TO F16A_
Now I need to ask you some questions about your household. Please tell me which of the following people you've lived with in the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997.

Did you live with your ^TXTFILL^?  
1    YES
2    NO

IF F16A_ <> 2, GO TO F16C_, ELSE GO TO F16B_

Did you live with someone who was like a spouse or partner?  
1    YES
2    NO

IF A2_ = 1/20, GO TO F16C_, ELSE GO TO F16E_

Did you live with your mother, including your natural mother, stepmother, foster mother, or adoptive mother?  
1    YES
2    NO

Did you live with your father, including your natural father, stepfather, foster father, or adoptive father?  
1    YES
2    NO

Did you live with children who are your natural children or who you are raising as your own? INCLUDE FOSTER, ADOPTED, AND STEP CHILDREN.  
1    YES
2    NO

Did you live with another relative?  
1    YES
2    NO

IF F16F_ = 2, GO TO F16G_, ELSE GO TO F17_

If F16A_ <> 1 AND F16B_ <> 1 AND F16C_ <> 1 AND F16D_ <> 1 AND F16E_ <> 1 AND F16F_ <> 1, GO TO F16G_, ELSE GO TO F17_

Did you live alone?  
1    YES
2    NO

IF F16G_ = 1, GO TO SECB8, ELSE GO TO F17_

IF F16E_ = 2, GO TO F20_, ELSE GO TO F17_

In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, how many children of yours under age 18 were you living with?  
Valid Values: 0-18

Of the children living with you, including your natural children and others you are raising as your own, what is the age of the eldest child who living with you during the past year?  
Valid Values: 0-120

Has anyone that you lived with in the past 12 months gambled so much that it has troubled or bothered you?
7.27 F20_ MULTIPLE HH GAMBLER RELATIONSHIP TO R

What is that person's relationship to you?
1  Spouse or partner
2  Mother or female guardian
3  Father or male guardian
4  Brother or sister
5  Your child, under 18 years old
6  Your child, 18 years or older
7  Other person

7.28 F21_ YESNO ARGUE W/ HH GAMBLER EMOTIONALLY HARMFUL

In the past 12 months, since ^MONTH^ 1998, did you ever argue about ^TXTFILL^ (82/87) gambling to the point where the argument became emotionally harmful?
1  YES
2  NO

7.29 F22_ YESNO ARGUE W/ HH GAMBLER PHYSICALLY HARMFUL

Did any of these arguments become physical?
1  YES
2  NO

7.30 F23_ MULTIPLE USE OF SOCIAL SERVICES BY FAMILY MEMBER

In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, has a family member other than yourself used any of the following services?
1  Outpatient mental health or family counseling services?
2  A hospital emergency room?
3  Family debt counselor or credit counseling service?
4  Inpatient medical treatment?
5  Inpatient psychiatric treatment?
6  Battered person's shelter?
7  NONE

7.31 F24_ YESNO HH MEMBER COMPLAINED ABOUT R GAMBLING

Has anyone that you lived with in the past 12 months, since ^MONTH^ 1997, complained about your gambling?
1  YES
2  NO

7.32 F25_ MULTIPLE HH MEMBER RELATIONSHIP TO R

What is that person's relationship to you?
1  Spouse or partner
2  Mother or female guardian
3  Father or male guardian
4  Brother or sister
5  Your child, under 18 years old
6  Your child, 18 years or older
7  Other person

7.33 F26_ YESNO ARGUE W/ HH MEMBER EMOTIONALLY HARMFUL

During the past year, did you argue with ^TXTFILL^ (88/93) about your gambling to the point where the argument became emotionally harmful?
1  YES
2  NO

IF F26_ = 2, GO TO SEC88, ELSE GO TO F27_
 Did any of these arguments become physical?
1 YES
2 NO

Next, I would like to ask about how you have supported yourself, that is, how you have gotten the money that you live on. Remember that all of your answers are confidential and being asked only to help the research group understand differences and similarities among gamblers and nongamblers.

Right now, what is your employment status? Are you...
1 working full-time, with only one job,
2 working a full-time job, plus another job,
3 working part-time, with only one job,
4 working more than one part-time job, or
5 are you unemployed, or not in the labor force?

What kind of work do you do at \(^{TXTFILL}\)\(^{94/95}\), that is, what is your job title or what is your job called?

What kind of work do you do at your second job, that is, what is your job title or what is your job called? RECORD VERBATIM, IF R HAS MORE THAN ONE SECOND JOB, ASK: [What is your job title for the second job at which you generally work the most hours?]

What kind of work do you do at your second job, that is, what is your job title or what is your job called? RECORD VERBATIM, IF R HAS MORE THAN ONE SECOND JOB, ASK: [What is your job title for the second job at which you generally work the most hours?]
Laborer
Operator or machine operator
Transportation equipment operator
Farm laborer
Farmer or farm manager
Manager/administrator
Lay counselor
Professional/technical
Other
Gambling job, legal
Gambling job, illegal
Interviewer unable to code

IF G1_ = 1/4, GO TO G4_, ELSE GO TO G5_

8.8 G4_ FIXED LENGTH HAD PRIMARY JOB
~IF ^G1_^(2.4)
Now think about your primary job, or the job you spend most of your time working on.
~END

How long have you had this job? Has it been...
1 less than one month,
2 1 - 12 months, or
3 more than 12 months?

8.9 G5_ FIXED WAGE/SALARY/RATE AT PRIMARY JOB
Before taxes, about how much per hour do you earn at this job?
Is it...
1 up to 10 dollars per hour,
2 between 10 and 25 dollars per hour,
3 between 25 and 50 dollars per hour, or
4 more than 50 dollars per hour?

IF G1_ = 1/4 AND G4_ = 3, GO TO G7_, ELSE GO TO G6_

8.10 G6_ FIXED PSTYR MONTHS WORKED ANY JOBS
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, how many months have you worked at any jobs? Would you say...
1 none,
2 less than one month,
3 1 - 3 months,
4 4 - 6 months,
5 7 - 9 months, or
6 10 - 12 months?

IF G6_ <> 2/6, GO TO G16_, ELSE GO TO G7_
IF G1_ <> 1/4, GO TO G12_, ELSE GO TO G7_

8.11 G7_ NUMBER PSTYR PERSONAL INCOME
Since ^MONTH^ 1997 how much income did you personally get from your salary and wages, including tips, from all your jobs and businesses? Please indicate the amount before taxes.
Valid Values: 0-999999999

IF CALC2 <> 1, GO TO G12_, ELSE GO TO G8_

8.12 G8_ YESNO PSTYR MISSED ANY WORK TO GAMBLE
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you taken any paid vacation time off from work so that you could gamble?
1 YES
2 NO

IF G8_ <> 1, GO TO G12_, ELSE GO TO G9_
8.13  G9_  FIXED
How much paid vacation time have you used since ^MONTH^ 1997 so that you could gamble? Was it about...
   1 one to two days,
   2 three to six days,
   3 one to two weeks,
   4 two to three weeks, or
   5 more than 3 weeks?

8.14  G10_  YESNO
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you missed any other time from work so that you could gamble? Please include any sick leave you took so that you could gamble.
   1 YES
   2 NO

IF G10_ <> 1, GO TO G12_, ELSE GO TO G11_

8.15  G11_  FIXED  PSTYR HOW MANY DAYS MISSED TO GAMBLE
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, about how many days of work would you say you missed all together due to your gambling, including sick days? Was it...
   1 one day,
   2 two to five days,
   3 six to twenty days, or
   4 more than twenty days?

8.16  G12_  YESNO  PSTYR JOB LOSS/FIRING
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you lost or been fired from any job?
   1 YES
   2 NO

IF G12_ <> 1, GO TO G17_, ELSE GO TO G13_
IF MOPROB >= 1, GO TO G13_, ELSE GO TO G17_

8.17  G13_  YESNO  PSTYR GAMBLING FACTOR IN JOB LOSS/FIRING
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, was your gambling a significant factor or cause of your losing or being fired from one or more jobs?
   1 YES
   2 NO

IF G13_ <> 1, GO TO G16_, ELSE GO TO G14_

8.18  G14_  YESNO  OTHER FACTOR IN JOB LOSS/FIRING
Were there other significant factors or causes of your losing or being fired from that job or jobs?
   1 YES
   2 NO

IF G14_ <> 1, GO TO G16_, ELSE GO TO G15_

8.19  G15_  UNCODED  SPECIFY OTHER FACTOR IN JOB LOSS/FIRING
What were those other significant factors or causes?

IF EVERPROB >= 1, GO TO G16_, ELSE GO TO G17_

8.20  G16_  YESNO  EVER GAMBLING FACTOR IN JOB LOSS/FIRING
Was your gambling ever a significant factor or cause in your losing or being fired from a job?
   1 YES
   2 NO

8.21  G17_  MULTIPLE  OTHER INCOME SOURCES
Now I need to ask you about other sources of income you have received in the past 12 months. Please remember that all of your answers are confidential and will be used only for research.

In the past 12 months, since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you personally gotten any income from...

1. Alimony or child support?
2. A spouse, partner, or family member who was living with you?
3. A spouse, partner, or family member who was not living with you?
4. Welfare or relief, including general assistance, aid to dependent children, or foster care payments?
5. Unemployment compensation, disability pay, or SSI?
6. Social Security, pension, or annuity?
7. Any other source I haven't asked about, such as interest on savings, or earning on stocks? (SPECIFY)
8. NONE

IF F1_ <> 1 AND (F17_ >= 1 OR F5_ = 1), SHOW VALUE: 1
IF F16G_ <> 1, SHOW VALUE: 2
IF , SHOW VALUE: 3/8

IF G17_ = 7, GO TO G17O_, ELSE GO TO G18S_

8.22 G17O_ UNCODED SPECIFY OTHER INCOME SOURCES
PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER INCOME SOURCE:
REPEAT G18S_ THRU VAR2 FOR EACH CATEGORY IN G18S_.

8.23 G18S_ LOOPBEG-FIXED INCOME SOURCE LOOP BEGIN
1. alimony or child support
2. a spouse, partner, or family member who was living with you
3. a spouse, partner, or family member who was not living with you
4. welfare or relief, including general assistance, aid to dependent children, or foster care payments
5. unemployment compensation, disability pay, or SSI
6. social Security, pension, or annuity
7. any other source I haven't asked about, such as interest on savings, or loans paid back to you?

IF G17_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 1
IF G17_ = 2, LOOP VALUE: 2
IF G17_ = 3, LOOP VALUE: 3
IF G17_ = 4, LOOP VALUE: 4
IF G17_ = 5, LOOP VALUE: 5
IF G17_ = 6, LOOP VALUE: 6
IF G17_ = 7, LOOP VALUE: 7

8.24 G18_ NUMBER INCOME FROM OTHER SOURCES
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, how much money or income did you personally get from ^G18S_.^?
$
Valid Values: 0-99999999
8.25 VAR2 LOOPEND

IF F16G_ = 1, GO TO G21_, ELSE GO TO G19_

8.26 G19_ FIXED NUMBER PEOPLE LIVING IN HH
Now I have some questions about your household. By household I mean all the relatives who live with you who share their money for common living expenses, you may include natural, adopted, and foster children, and a partner who is like a spouse. How many people, including yourself, have been in your household since ^MONTH^ 1997?
1. TWO
2. THREE
3. FOUR TO SIX
4. SEVEN TO NINE
5. TEN OR MORE
8.27  G20_  FIXED  PSTYR TOTAL HH INCOME RANGE
Would you estimate the total amount of income for your household during the past 12 months, since ^MONTH^ 1997? Was it...
1  less than $10,000,
2  $10,000 - $24,000,
3  $25,000 - $49,000,
4  $50,000 - $99,000,
5  $100,000 - $200,000, or
6  more than $200,000?

8.28  G21_  FIXED  HH EXPENSES HOUSING
In the past 30 days, how much money would you say ^TXTFILL^(96/97) spent altogether on housing (including rent and mortgage payments, upkeep and utilities)? Was it...
1  less than $500,
2  between $500 and $1,000,
3  between $1,000 and $2,000,
4  more than $2,000?

8.29  VAR3  EXCLUDED

8.30  G22_  FIXED  HH AMT SPENT ON GAMBLING
In the past 30 days, how much money would you say ^TXTFILL^(96/97) spent altogether on gambling? Please include the cost of games, bets, slot machines, lottery tickets, and payments on gambling debts, if any. WINNINGS SHOULD BE SUBTRACTED FROM LOSSES. IF R SAYS THAT HOUSEHOLD WAS EVEN OR AHEAD, RECORD AMOUNT SPENT AS ZERO AND RECORD AMOUNT AHEAD, IF ANY.
1  SELECT TO RECORD AMOUNT SPENT
2  SELECT TO RECORD AMOUNT AHEAD
3  NO ONE IN HOUSEHOLD GAMBLES

8.31  G22A_  NUMBER  HH AMOUNT SPENT SPECIFY
AMOUNT SPENT:
Valid Values: 0-999999999

8.32  G22B_  NUMBER  HH AMOUNT AHEAD SPECIFY
AMOUNT AHEAD: $
Valid Values: 0-999999999

8.33  G23_  FIXED  HHDEBT RANGE
1  less than $1,000,
2  $1,000 - $9,000,
3  $10,000 - $24,000,
4  $25,000 - $49,000,
5  $50,000 - $99,000,
6  $100,000 - $200,000, or
7  more than $200,000?
8  DON'T OWE ANY MONEY

8.34  G24_  MULTIPLE  HHDEBT SOURCE
From which of the following sources did ^TXTFILL^(98/99) get the money that
you owe? Tell me as many as apply.

1 A bank or credit union
2 Credit cards
3 A loan company
4 Borrowed from other family members
5 Other people or places

IF G22_ = 3,REF,DK OR (F16G_ = 1 AND CALC1 = 2), GO TO G30_, ELSE GO TO G25_

8.35 G25_ YESNO ANY HH GAMBLING DEBT
Of all the money that ^TXTFILL^(98/99) owe, was any of that borrowed in order to gamble or to pay for gambling debts?

1 YES
2 NO

IF G25_ <> 1, GO TO G30_, ELSE GO TO G26_

8.36 G26_ FIXED HH GAMBLING DEBT FOR R OR HHGAMBLER
Were these gambling losses or debts your own or another family member’s?

1 OWN
2 ANOTHER FAMILY MEMBER’S
3 BOTH

8.37 G27_ FIXED HH GAMBLING DEBT HOW MUCH
About how much of the money is owed to pay off gambling debts?
Was it...

1 less than half,
2 about half,
3 more than half, or
4 all of the money?

8.38 G28_ YESNO PSTYR ANY HH GAMBLING DEBT
Was any of the money that is owed to pay off gambling debts borrowed during the past year?

1 YES
2 NO

IF G28_ = 2, GO TO G30_, ELSE GO TO G29_

8.39 G29_ FIXED PSTYR BORROW FOR HH GAMBLING DEBT RANGE
About how much money to pay off gambling losses or debts was borrowed during the past year? Would you say it was...

1 less than $1,000,
2 $1,000 - $9,000,
3 $10,000 - $24,000,
4 $25,000 - $49,000,
5 $50,000 - $99,000,
6 $100,000 - $200,000, or
7 more than $200,000?

IF G29_ = 1, GO TO G30_, ELSE GO TO G31_

8.40 G30_ YESNO PSTYR HH SELL PROP/STOCK/BOND
In the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, did ^TXTFILL^(98/99) cash in stocks or bonds or sell personal or family property? Do not include selling something as a trade-in for another purchase.

1 YES
2 NO

IF G30_ <> 1, GO TO G35_, ELSE GO TO G31_

8.41 G31_ FIXED VALUE HH SALE PROP/STOCK/BOND RANGE
What would you estimate was the value of the items that were cashed in or sold? Was it...
1. less than $1,000,  
2. $1,000 - $9,000,  
3. $10,000 - $24,000,  
4. $25,000 - $49,000,  
5. $50,000 - $99,000,  
6. $100,000 - $200,000, or  
7. more than $200,000?

IF G22_ = 3, REF, DK OR (F16G_ = 1 AND CALC1 = 2), GO TO G35_, ELSE GO TO G33_

8.42 G32_ YESNO HH SALE TO PAY HH GAMBLING DEBT  
Was any of the cash raised by selling these items used to gamble or pay off gambling losses or debts?  
1. YES  
2. NO

IF G32_ <> 1, GO TO G35_, ELSE GO TO G33_

8.43 G33_ FIXED HH SALE PAY DEBT FOR R OR HH GAMBLING  
Were these gambling losses or debts your own or another family member's?  
1. OWN  
2. ANOTHER FAMILY MEMBER'S  
3. BOTH

8.44 G34_ FIXED HH SALE HOW MUCH TOWARDS GAMBLING  
About how much of the money raised by selling these items was used to gamble or pay off gambling losses or debts? Was it...  
1. less than half,  
2. about half,  
3. more than half, or  
4. nearly all of the money?

8.45 G35_ YESNO EVER FILE FOR BANKRUPTCY  
Have you ever filed for bankruptcy?  
1. YES  
2. NO

IF G35_ <> 1, GO TO SECB9, ELSE GO TO G36_

8.46 G36_ YESNO PSTYR FILE FOR BANKRUPTCY  
Have you filed for bankruptcy in the past 12 months?  
1. YES  
2. NO

IF G36_ <> 1, GO TO SECB9, ELSE GO TO G37_

8.47 G37_ FIXED BANKRUPTCY TYPE  
What type of bankruptcy was this?  
1. Chapter 7 (personal)  
2. Chapter 13 (personal, consolidation of debts)  
3. Chapter 11 (business)

IF G22_ = 3, REF, DK OR (F16G_ = 1 AND CALC1 = 2), GO TO SECB9, ELSE GO TO G38_

8.48 G38_ YESNO GAMBLING FACTOR BANKRUPTCY  
Was gambling a significant factor or cause of this bankruptcy?  
1. YES  
2. NO

IF G38_ <> 1, GO TO SECB9, ELSE GO TO G39_

8.49 G39_ YESNO OTHER FACTORS CONTRIBUTE TO BANKRUPTCY
Were there other significant factors or causes towards this bankruptcy?

1. YES
2. NO

IF G39_ <> 1, GO TO SECB9, ELSE GO TO G40_

8.50 G40_ UNCODED SPECIFY FACTORS CONTRIBUTE TO BANKRUPTCY
What were those other significant factors or causes?

8.51 G41_ FIXED BANKRUPTCY DUE TO R OR HH GAMBLER
Were the gambling losses or debts that led to bankruptcy your own or another family member's?

1. OWN
2. ANOTHER FAMILY MEMBER'S
3. BOTH

9.1 SECB9 TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP SECTION 9
IF A2_ >= 18, GO TO HPRE, ELSE GO TO H1

9.2 HPRE PREAMBLE CRIME SECTION PREAMBLE
Earlier we discussed issues such as income, expenditures and debt. Now I am going to ask you some questions about any trouble you may have had with the law. Remember that all of your answers are confidential.

IF D13_ <> 1, GO TO H2, ELSE GO TO H1

9.3 H1 NUMBER AMT BAD CHECKS/MONEY STOLEN FOR GAMBLING
Earlier you mentioned that in the past year you wrote bad checks or took money or something else that didn't belong to you to pay for gambling. What was the approximate value of bad checks, money, or things that you took to pay for gambling in the past year?

SPECIFY AMOUNT: $
Valid Values: 0-999999999

9.4 H1A FIXED AMT BAD CHECKS RANGE
INTERVIEWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKING
1. LESS THAN $100,
2. $100 TO $500,
3. $501 TO $1,000,
4. $1,001 TO $5,000,
5. $5,001 TO $10,000,
6. $10,001 TO $50,000,
7. $50,001 TO $100,000
8. MORE THAN $100,000

9.5 H2 YESNO EVER ARRESTED/DETAINED BY POLICE
Have you ever been arrested or detained by the police or a sheriff?

1. YES
2. NO

IF H2 <> 1, GO TO SECB10, ELSE GO TO H3

9.6 H3 NUMBER EVER HOW MANY TIMES ARRESTED/DETAINED
How many times have you been arrested?

TIMES
Valid Values: 0-99

9.7 H4 NUMBER AGE FIRST TIME ARRESTED/DETAINED
How old were you the first time you were arrested or detained by the police or a sheriff?

YEARS:
Valid Values: 0-120
IF $H_2 = 466A(GA_2)$, GO BACK TO $H_4$ : "AGE OF THE RESPONDENT IS $^A_2^\_Y$ YEARS"

IF EVERPROB >= 1, GO TO $H_5$, ELSE GO TO $H_6$

9.8 $H_5$ MAYBE EVER GAMBLING FACTOR IN ARREST/DETENTION
Was gambling a significant factor or cause in any arrest?
1 YES
2 NO

9.9 $H_6$ MAYBE PSTYR ARRESTED/DETAINED BY POLICE
Were you arrested for any reason in the past year?
1 YES
2 NO

IF $H_6 = 1$ AND EVERPROB >= 1, GO TO $H_7$, ELSE GO TO $H_{10}$

9.10 $H_7$ MAYBE PSTYR GAMBLING FACTOR ARREST/DETENTION
Was gambling a significant factor or cause toward your being arrested in the past year?
1 YES
2 NO

IF $H_7 = 2$, GO TO $H_{10}$, ELSE GO TO $H_8$

9.11 $H_8$ MAYBE OTHER FACTORS IN ARREST DETENTION
Were there other significant factors or causes toward your being arrested in the past year?
1 YES
2 NO

IF $H_8 <> 1$, GO TO $H_{10}$, ELSE GO TO $H_9$

9.12 $H_9$ UNCODED SPECIFY FACTORS CONTRIBUTE TO ARREST/DET
What were those other significant factors or causes?
RECORD VERBATIM:

9.13 $H_{10}$ MAYBE EVER INCARCERATED IN PRISON/JAIL
Have you ever been incarcerated in prison or jail for any reason?
1 YES
2 NO

IF $H_{10} <> 1$, GO TO $H_{16}$, ELSE GO TO $H_{11}$

9.14 $H_{11}$ MAYBE PSTYR INCARCERATED IN PRISON/JAIL
In the past year, have you been incarcerated in prison or jail for any reason?
1 YES
2 NO

IF $H_{11} = 1$ AND EVERPROB >= 1, GO TO $H_{12}$, ELSE GO TO $H_{16}$

9.15 $H_{12}$ MAYBE GAMBLING FACTOR IN INCARCERATION
Was gambling a significant factor or cause toward your incarceration?
1 YES
2 NO

9.16 $H_{13}$ MAYBE OTHER FACTOR CONTRIBUTE TO INCARCERATION
Were there other significant factors or causes toward your incarceration?
1 YES
2 NO
IF H13 <> 1, GO TO H15, ELSE GO TO H14

9.17 H14 UNCODED  SPECIFY FACTORS CONTRIBUTE INCARCERATION
What were those other significant factors or causes?
RECORD VERBATIM:

9.18 H15 NUMBER  PSTYR MONTHS SPENT IN PRISON/JAIL
How many months of the past year were you in prison or in jail?
MONTHS
Valid Values: 0-12

9.19 H16 YESNO  PSTYR PLACED ON PROBATION/PAROLE
In the past year, have you been placed on probation or parole?
  1   YES
  2   NO

10.1 SECB10 TIMESTAMP  TIMESTAMP SECTION 10
10.2 J1 FIXED  GENERAL HEALTH RATING
Now I would like to ask you some questions about your physical and mental health.
How would you describe your general health over the past 12 months? Would you say it was...
  1   excellent,
  2   good,
  3   fair, or
  4   poor?

10.3 J2 YESNO  PSTYR OUTPATIENT TREATMENT FOR MENTAL HE
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you gone to a clinic, doctor, or counselor, or outpatient treatment for problems with your emotions, nerves, or mental health?
  1   YES
  2   NO

10.4 J3 FIXED  CURRENT MENTAL HEALTH NATURE
Right now, how troubled or bothered are you by your emotions, nerves, or mental health? Would you say...
  1   not at all,
  2   somewhat, or
  3   very much?

IF EVERPROB >= 1, GO TO J4, ELSE GO TO J23

10.5 J4 YESNO  MANIC/EXCITED PERIOD 1 OR MORE
Has there ever been a period of at least one week when you were so happy or excited that you got into trouble, or your family or friends worried about it, or a doctor said you were manic?
  1   YES
  2   NO

IF J4 <> 1, GO TO J7, ELSE GO TO J5

10.6 J5 YESNO  MANIC/EXCITED RESULT MED/DRUG/ALCOHOL
Was this behavior ever the result of taking medication, drugs, or alcohol?
  1   YES
  2   NO

IF J5 <> 1, GO TO J7, ELSE GO TO J6

10.7 J6 YESNO  MANIC/EXCITED ALWAYS RESULT MED/DRUG/
Was this period of being happy, excited, high, or manic always the result of taking medication, drugs, or alcohol?
  1   YES
  2   NO
10.8  J7  YESNO  IRRITABLE PERIOD 1 WEEK OR MORE
Has there ever been a period of at least one week when you were so irritable that you threw or broke things, started arguments, shouted at people, or hit someone?
  1  YES
  2  NO
IF J7 = 2, GO TO J23, ELSE GO TO J8

10.9  J8  YESNO  IRRITABLE RESULT OF MED/DRUGS/ALCOHOL
Was this behavior ever the result of taking medication, drugs, or alcohol?
  1  YES
  2  NO
IF J8 = 2, GO TO J23, ELSE GO TO J9

10.10 J9  YESNO  IRRITABLE ALWAYS RESULT MED/DRUG/ALCOHOL
Was this period of being so irritable always the result of taking medication, drugs, or alcohol?
  1  YES
  2  NO
IF (J4 = 1 AND (J5 = 2 OR J6 = 2)) OR (J7 = 1 AND (J8 = 2 OR J9 = 2)), GO TO J10, ELSE GO TO J23

10.11 J10  YESNO  1WKPER MORE ACTIVE THAN USUAL
The next questions all ask about a period of at least one week.
Has there ever been a period of at least one week when you were so much more active than usual that you or your family or friends were concerned about it?
  1  YES
  2  NO
10.12  J11  YESNO  1WKPER NOT SIT STILL
Has there ever been a period when you could not sit still and paced up and down?
  1  YES
  2  NO
10.13  J12  YESNO  1WKPER OVERSPENDING
Has there ever been a period when you went on a spending spree, spending so much that it caused you or your family some financial trouble, or a period when you made foolish decisions about money?
  1  YES
  2  NO
10.14  J13  YESNO  1WKPER HIGH SEX DRIVE
Have you ever had a period of at least one week when your interest in sex was so much stronger than is typical for you that you wanted to have sex a lot more frequently than is normal for you or with people you normally would not be interested in?
  1  YES
  2  NO
10.15  J14  YESNO  1 WKPER TALKATIVENESS
Has there been a period when you talked so fast that people said they could not understand you, or you had to keep talking all of the time?
  1  YES
  2  NO
10.16  J15  YESNO  1WEEKPER THOUGHTS RACING
Has there ever been a period of at least one week when your thoughts raced through your head so fast that you could not keep track of them?
  1  YES
  2  NO
10.17  J16  YESNO  1WKPER FEEL SPECIAL POWERS/IMPORTANCE
Have you ever had a period when you felt that you had a special gift or special powers to do things that others could not do or that you were especially important, compared with the powers or importance that you usually felt you had?
  1  YES
2  NO

10.18  J17  YESNO  1 WKPWR NOT SLEEPING
Have you ever had a period when you hardly slept at all, but still did not feel tired or sleepy?
1  YES
2  NO

10.19  J18  YESNO  1 WKPWR DISTRACTIBILITY
Was there ever a period of at least one week when you were easily distracted so that any little interruption could get you off the track?
1  YES
2  NO

REPEAT MANICLC THRU VAR4 FOR EACH CATEGORY IN MANICLC.

10.20 MANICLC LOOPBEG-FIXED Calculation for Manic
1  1
2  2
3  3
4  4
5  5
6  6
7  7

IF J10 = 1 OR J11 = 1, LOOP VALUE: 1
IF J12 = 1 OR J13 = 1, LOOP VALUE: 2
IF J14 = 1, LOOP VALUE: 3
IF J15 = 1, LOOP VALUE: 4
IF J16 = 1, LOOP VALUE: 5
IF J17 = 1, LOOP VALUE: 6
IF J18 = 1, LOOP VALUE: 7

10.21 MCLC CALCULATION Calculation for Mainc
Calculation: ^MCLC^+1

10.22 VAR4 LOOPEND
10.23 VAR5 EXCLUDED
10.24 VAR6 EXCLUDED
10.25 VAR7 EXCLUDED
10.26 VAR8 EXCLUDED

IF MCLC >= 3, GO TO J19, ELSE GO TO J23

10.27 J19 YESNO  1 WKPWR MANIC CONDITION
Have you ever had a period of at least a week when you felt ^TXTFILL^ (100/102) and several of the things you just told me about, such as ^TXTFILL^ (103/111) occurred together?
1  YES
2  NO

IF J19 = 2, GO TO J23, ELSE GO TO J20

10.28 J20 YESNO  1 WKPWR HAVE GAMBLING RELATED PROBLEMS
Have you ever gambled a lot and had gambling-related problems during one of these periods?
1  YES
2  NO

IF J20 = 2, GO TO J23, ELSE GO TO J21

10.29 J21 YESNO  EVER GAMBLING PROBLEMS IN 1 WKPWR
Have you ever gambled a lot and had gambling-related problems when you were NOT in one of these ^TXTFILL^ (100/102) periods?
1  YES
10.30  J22  YESNO  PSTYR GAMB PROBLEMS NOT IN 1WKPER
During the past year, since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you ever gambled a lot and had gambling-related problems when you were NOT in one of these ^TXTFILL^ (100/102) periods?
   1    YES
   2    NO

10.31  J23  YESNO  SAD/EMPTY/DEPRESSED 2 WEEKS OR MORE
Now I want to ask you about periods of feeling sad, empty or depressed.
In your lifetime, have you ever had two weeks or longer when nearly every day you felt sad, empty, or depressed for most of the day?
   1    YES
   2    NO

10.32  J24  YESNO  LOSS OF INTEREST FOR 2 WEEKS OR MORE
In your lifetime, have you ever had two weeks or longer when you lost interest in most things like work, hobbies, and other things you usually enjoyed?
   1    YES
   2    NO

IF J23 = 2 AND J24 = 2, GO TO J58, ELSE GO TO J25
IF (J23 = 1 OR J24 = 1) AND EVERPROB = 0, GO TO J58, ELSE GO TO J25

10.33  J25  YESNO  2WKPER APPETITE LOSS
What about other problems you had during a period when you ^TXTFILL^ (112/114) for two weeks or longer. Did you have less appetite than usual almost every day?
   1    YES
   2    NO

IF J25 <> 1, GO TO J27, ELSE GO TO J26

10.34  J26  YESNO  2WKPER LOSE WEIGHT W/OUT TRYING
During one of those periods, did you lose weight without trying to, as much as two pounds a week for several weeks?
   1    YES
   2    NO

IF J26 <> 1, GO TO J29, ELSE GO TO J27

10.35  J27  YESNO  2WKPER LARGER APPETITE THAN USUAL
During one of those periods, did you have a much larger appetite than is usual for you almost every day for two weeks or more?
CODE NO IF ONLY BECAUSE GROWING FAST OR PREGNANT
   1    YES
   2    NO

IF J27 <> 1, GO TO J29, ELSE GO TO J28

10.36  J28  YESNO  2WKPER UNUSUAL WEIGHT GAIN
During one of those periods, did your eating increase so much that you gained weight, as much as two pounds a week for several weeks?
CODE NO IF ONLY REGAINED WEIGHT LOST
   1    YES
   2    NO

10.37  J29  YESNO  2WKPER TROUBLE SLEEPING
When you ^TXTFILL^ (115/117), did you have trouble sleeping almost every night
for two weeks or more -- either trouble falling asleep, waking in the middle of the night, or waking up too early?
   1 YES
   2 NO

IF J29 <> 1, GO TO J31, ELSE GO TO J30

10.38 J30 YESNO 2WKPER SLEEPING TOO MUCH
During a period when you ^TXTFILL^((118/120)), were you sleeping too much almost every day?
   1 YES
   2 NO

10.39 J31 YESNO 2WKPER TALK MORE SLOWLY THAN USUAL
During one of those periods, did you talk or move more slowly than is normal for you almost every day for at least two weeks?
   1 YES
   2 NO

IF J31 <> 2, GO TO J33, ELSE GO TO J32

10.40 J32 YESNO 2WKPER UNABLE TO SIT STILL
During one of those periods, did you have to be moving all the time -- that is, you couldn’t sit still and paced up and down or couldn’t keep your hands still when sitting?
   1 YES
   2 NO

10.41 J33 YESNO 2WKPER LACK OF ENERGY/FEEL TIRED
During a period lasting 2 weeks or longer when you ^TXTFILL^((112/114)), did you lack energy or feel tired all the time nearly every day, even when you had not been working very hard?
   1 YES
   2 NO

10.42 J34 YESNO 2WKPER FEEL WORTHLESS NEARLY EVERY DAY
During one of those periods, did you feel worthless nearly every day?
   1 YES
   2 NO

10.43 J35 YESNO 2WKPER FEEL GUILTY
During one of those periods, did you feel guilty?
   1 YES
   2 NO

10.44 J36 YESNO 2WKPER TROUBLE CONCENTRATING
During one of those periods, did you have a lot more trouble concentrating than is normal for you?
   1 YES
   2 NO

10.45 J37 YESNO 2WKPER THOUGHTS COME SLOWER
Did your thoughts come much slower than usual or seem mixed up?
   1 YES
   2 NO

10.46 J38 YESNO 2WKPER UNABLE TO MAKE UP MIND
Were you unable to make up your mind about things you ordinarily had no trouble deciding about?
   1 YES
   2 NO

10.47 J39 YESNO 2WKPER THINK A LOT ABOUT DEATH
During one of those periods, did you think a lot about death?
   1 YES
   2 NO

10.48 J40 YESNO 2WKPER THINK ABOUT COMMITTING SUICIDE
Did you feel so low you thought a lot about committing suicide?
   1 YES
   2 NO

IF J40 <> 1, GO TO J47, ELSE GO TO J41
10.49 J41 YESNO 2WKPER SUICIDE PLANS
Did you make a plan as to how you might do it?
1 YES
2 NO

10.50 J42 YESNO 2WKPER SUICIDE ATTEMPT
Did you attempt suicide?
1 YES
2 NO

IF J42 <> 1, GO TO J47, ELSE GO TO J43

10.51 J43 YESNO PSTYR SUICIDE ATTEMPT
Since ^MONTH^ 1997, have you attempted suicide?
1 YES
2 NO

10.52 J44 YESNO PSTYR GAMBLING FACTOR IN SUICIDE ATTEMPT
Was gambling a significant factor or cause toward your attempting suicide?
1 YES
2 NO

10.53 J45 YESNO OTHER FACTOR IN ATTEMPTED SUICIDE
Were there other significant factors toward your attempting suicide?
1 YES
2 NO

IF J45 <> 1, GO TO J47, ELSE GO TO J46

10.54 J46 UNCODED SPECIFY OTHER FACTORS ATTEMPTED SUICIDE
What were those other significant factors or causes?

10.55 J47 YESNO 2WKPER TELL DOCTOR ABOUT FEELINGS
During any period of feeling ^TXTFILL^(121/123), did you tell a doctor about your feelings or about the problems you were having at the time with ^TXTFILL^(124/138)?
1 YES
2 NO

10.56 J48 YESNO 2WKPER INTERFERE W/ JOB/FAMILY/SELF
Did any period lasting two weeks or longer seriously interfere with your ability to do your job, take care of your house or family, or take care of yourself?
1 YES
2 NO

10.57 J49 YESNO PSTYR 2WKPER OCCUR W/IN LAST 12 MONTHS
The last time you had a period of two weeks or more when you ^TXTFILL^(112/114) and also had some of these problems like ^TXTFILL^(124/130,132/138) -- was it within the past 12 months?
1 YES
2 NO

IF J49 <> 1, GO TO J55, ELSE GO TO J50

10.58 J50 YESNO PSTYR 2 WKPER OCCUR AFTER SOMEONE DIED
Did this period occur just after the death of a loved one?
1 YES
2 NO

10.59 J51 YESNO PSTYR 2WKPER PROBLEMS CAUSED BY MED/DRU/
Were these problems, such as ^TXTFILL^(124/130,132/138), a side effect of any medications, drugs, or alcohol you took?
1 YES
2 NO

10.60 J52 YESNO 2WKPER GAMBLING FACTOR IN DEPRESSION
Was gambling a significant factor or cause toward the period when you ^TXTFILL^(112/114)?
1 YES
OTHER FACTORS CONTRIBUTE TO DEPRESSION

Were there other significant factors or causes toward the period when you felt that (112/114)?
1  YES
2  NO

IF J53 <> 1, GO TO J55, ELSE GO TO J54

SPECIFY OTHER FACTORS IN DEPRESSION

What were those other significant factors or causes?

EVER HOW MANY 2WKPER

In your lifetime, how many different periods have you had that lasted two weeks or more when you felt (139/141) and had some of the problems we've talked about?
Valid Values: 0-99

EVER 2WKPER OCCUR AFTER SOMEONE DIED

Did all, some or none of these periods of (142/144) occur just after the death of a loved one?
1  ALL
2  SOME
3  NONE

EVER 2WKPER CAUSED BY MED/DRUG/ALCOHOL

Were all, some or none of these periods of (142/144) caused by drugs or alcohol you took?
1  ALL
2  SOME
3  NONE

IF EVERPROB >= 1, GO TO J58, ELSE GO TO SECB11

EVER INPATIENT TREATMENT FOR EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS

Have you ever stayed somewhere overnight, for at least 24 hours, for professional treatment of problems with your emotions, nerves, or mental health?
1  YES
2  NO

IF J58 <> 1, GO TO SECB11, ELSE GO TO J59

PSTYR INPATIENT TREATMENT FOR EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS

Since (MONTH) 1997, had you stayed somewhere overnight, for at least 24 hours, for treatment of problems with your emotions, nerves, or mental health?
1  YES
2  NO

TIMESTAMP SECTION 11

TIMESTAMP SECTION 11

NOW I HAVE SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR USE OF ALCOHOL AND DRUGS. REMEMBER THAT YOUR ANSWERS TO ALL QUESTIONS ARE TOTALLY CONFIDENTIAL.

USE OF ALCOHOL AT LEAST 12 DAYS

In the past 12 months, have you used alcohol at least 12 days--that is, at least 1 to 2 days per month?
1  YES
2  NO

USE OF MARIJUANA MORE THAN 5 DAYS

In the past 12 months, have you used marijuana or hashish on more than 5 days?
1  YES
2  NO

USE COCAINE/Crack MORE THAN 5 DAYS

In the past 12 months, have you used cocaine or crack on more than 5 days?
11.6 **K4**

YESNO  USE OF STIMULANT MORE THAN 5 DAYS

In the past 12 months, have you used stimulants such as methamphetamine, amphetamines, or speed for nonmedical reasons, such as to feel the effects, on more than 5 days?

1  YES
2  NO

11.7 **K5**

YESNO  USE OF TRANQUILIZERS MORE THAN 5 DAYS

In the past 12 months, have you used tranquilizers such as Valium or Xanax for nonmedical reasons, such as to feel the effects, on more than 5 days?

1  YES
2  NO

**IF K1_ <> 1 AND K2_ <> 1 AND K3_ <> 1 AND K4_ <> 1 AND K5_ <> 1, GO TO SECB12, ELSE GO TO K6S_.**

**REPEAT K6S_ THRU K6SEND FOR EACH CATEGORY IN K6S_.**

11.8 **K6S_**

LOOPBEG-FIXED  DEPENDENCE LOOP BEGIN

1  alcohol
2  marijuana
3  cocaine or crack
4  stimulants
5  tranquilizers

**IF K1_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 1**
**IF K2_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 2**
**IF K3_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 3**
**IF K4_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 4**
**IF K5_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 5**

11.9 **K6_**

YESNO  SPEND TIME GET/USE/GET OVER EFFECTS

In the past 12 months, have you experienced a period of a month or more when you spent a great deal of time getting ^K6S_^, using ^K6S_^, or getting over the effects?

1  YES
2  NO

11.10 **K7_**

YESNO  USE MORE OFTEN/LARGER AMTS THAN INTENDED

In the past 12 months, have you used ^K6S_^ much more often or in larger amounts than you intended to?

1  YES
2  NO

11.11 **K8_**

YESNO  BUILT UP TOLERANCE

In the past 12 months, have you built up a tolerance for ^K6S_^, so that the same amount has less effect than prior to that time?

1  YES
2  NO

11.12 **K9_**

YESNO  USE KEPT R FROM WORK/SCHOOL/CHILDREN

In the past 12 months, has your use of ^K6S_^ often kept you from working, going to school, taking care of children, or engaging in recreational activities?

1  YES
2  NO

11.13 **K10_**

YESNO  USE CAUSED EMOTION/PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEM

In the last 12 months, has your use of ^K6S_^ caused you to have any emotional or psychological problems -- such as feeling uninterested in things, feeling depressed, feeling suspicious of people, feeling paranoid, or having strange ideas?

1  YES
2  NO

11.14 **K11_**

YESNO  USE CAUSED HEALTH PROBLEMS

In the past 12 months, has your use of ^K6S_^ caused you any health problems--such as liver disease, stomach disease, pancreatitis, feet tingling, numbness, memory problems, an accidental overdose, a persistent cough, a
seizure or fit, hepatitis, or absc
1    YES
2    NO
11.15  K12_  YESNO  TRIED TO STOP/ CUT DOWN DRUG USE
In the past 12 months, have you wanted or tried to stop or cut down on your
use of *K6S_* but found you couldn't?
1    YES
2    NO
11.16  K13_  YESNO  STOP/CUT USE CAUSE PHYSICAL/PSYCH PROBS
1    YES
2    NO
11.17  K6SEND  LOOPEND  LOOP END
REPEAT KCALC THRU VAR10 FOR EACH CATEGORY IN KCALC.

11.18  KCALC  LOOPBEG-FIXED  For K claculation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
IF K6_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 1
IF K7_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 2
IF K8_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 3
IF K9_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 4
IF K10_ = 1 OR K11_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 5
IF K12_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 6
IF K13_ = 1, LOOP VALUE: 7

11.19  CK1  CALCULATION  Alcohol
Calculation: ^CK1^+1
11.20  CK2  CALCULATION  Marijuana
Calculation: ^CK2^+1
11.21  CK3  CALCULATION  Cocain
Calculation: ^CK3^+1
11.22  CK4  CALCULATION  Stimulants
Calculation: ^CK4^+1
11.23  CK5  CALCULATION  Tranquilizers
Calculation: ^CK5^+1
11.24  VAR9  EXCLUDED
11.25  VAR10  LOOPEND
IF CK1 >= 3 OR CK2 >= 3 OR CK3 >= 3 OR CK4 >= 3 OR CK4 >= 3 OR CK5 >= 3, GO TO K14_, ELSE GO TO SECB12

11.26  K14_  YESNO  EVER TREATED FOR DRUG/ALCOHOL PROBLEM
Have you ever been treated for an alcohol or drug problem?
1    YES
2    NO
IF K14_ <> 1, GO TO SECB12, ELSE GO TO K15_

11.27  K15_  YESNO  PSTYR TREATED FOR DRUG/ALCOHOL PROBLEM
Were you treated for an alcohol or drug problem in the last 12 months?
1    YES
2    NO
11.28  SECB12  TIMESTAMP  TIMESTAMP SECTION 12
11.29  CATICADE  FIXED  CATI OR CADE RECORD
Select data collection mode:
1    CATI
IF VARFLAG = 1 AND CATICADE = 2, GO TO VARCASE, ELSE GO TO VERSION

11.30 VARCASE PREAMBLE VERCASE
CADER: This is a Verification case

11.31 CADER UNCODED
CADER initials

11.32 VERSION AUTO
Version Stamp

11.33 SECOND TIMESTAMP
Time Stamp

11.34 CADEDATE CURRENT DATE
CADE DATE